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Treasure Hunt -
five 128s as booty.

Inside Ocean""""* ~>"~"/
Enter the

Kempston Mouse/ HcolltlS Of JntttOCtion
Special Offer / new serjes by the author of Bunestone

COMPETITIONS! Ballblazer m Questprobe m Gilsoft adventure-maker pack
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the Commodore 64
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New gomes (ram Datallnk. Leisure Genius and Pyramide 66

Mlndplay
Our manacled reviewer looks aline compllallon tape

Fourmost Adventures.

d of Darkness: Destroy the forces of evil.

Light Screen Designer (almost linisfiedl].

Megadrive: Spectrum octlon.

Machine Code Tester: progromi
'

Random Memory.
Checkmale - a look al Chess programs.

OL Superbasic
QL Column: regular new column.

Across The Pond: news from America.
Link Up: a look al network systems.

Smooth Drives.

Read Only: book page
Maslerblazer: an interview with the author of Ballblazer.

Teasers.

e 128.

ai Offer: 10% olf the Kempslon Mouse.
Page 81: lor ZX81 owners.

Screenmaster: graphics utilities

Four for the Files,

Inside Ocean: a look of Ihe successful software hi

On-Line Systems: Communications.
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Global
Turkies

Hot on ihe heeH or Attack ol The
Killer Torncrtoej. Global Software— preparing lo release the
...J two gomes in Ihe Golden

Turltiss series, based on some ol

Ihe wofsl (Mm of all lime Cany-
on me vegetable Iheme
should soon be able lo

play Curse ot Ihe Mushroom
People, which will be followed
by The Wild Women of Wongo
I bet you|uit "

Neverending Saga
i key- If lhal sounds a

aga's David

keyboard tor

i ol Science Flcllon's
ships' Gosh, all Ihol tor

Unexpurgated
St Bride's

getting up lo II

vlng
(logged their Snow Queen
game lo Mosaic they've now
gotten CHL to publish their ne«l
game Jneiipurgaled Caves, a
send-up ot Colossal Coves, Ihe
game which started the adven-
ture genre. They're

" "'

Oremlln Graphics

Beau Jolly

Imagine

US Sold

Ocean

Computer Hits Ten V

Yle At Kung Fu

Winter Comes

Crash Smashes Oremlln Graphics

Ping Pong Imagine

Daley Thompsons Super Test Ocean
[Chart lupplled by W.H. Smlthi)

Chart watchers from last month may have noticed the acci-

dental Introduction ot a totally new and fictitious software

M, fiueen, who were credited with producing the number
game Movie. Apologies to Ocean and a (harp rap on
knuckles tor Oueen whoever they may be who should

go out and create their own games In future.

gome l hat was con
silly to put before

towards the end ol

Level 9
Magik

Itma

Who, where,
when?

April should see the
eventual release ot Ihe

Spec Irum version ol Or Who

e game

|

nst his a

Replay machine that will lei
The Master rule the Universe.
Micro Power claim that Ihe

l-boggllng
his Tor fust complaining aboul Ihe lack ol

Hocus Focus
:r (;,-ii7»ii) wedon'l really

ksllvc game Hocus
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Mosaic's
games

The Growing ?

grammed by I)

mind boggles dot's,-)'! i

Power Protection
Another plug Ihlngy designed to filter out fluctuation* In

malm voltage and prelect your machine tram untimely

crashe s hot been produced by electronics company

Cetronle*. You'll be pleated to hear that the COMPUFILTIP.

Has an attenuation In excess of 40db at ISOKHi and 31

common mode riling to moie than 700b in me mid frequency

band. Just what you've always wanted. Further details from

920 871077.

Rainbirds of a feather
appointing new people to handle the company's

schedule ot amailng new releases'. The chap below Is

'
i Clark who will be taking over as Sales Manager,
ie will also be loined by Paula Byrne (formerly ol

Melbourne House) who will be Deputy Manager and
Marketing Manager, and Paul Hibbard (author of

Rasputin] and Philip Moehan (part ot the Gyron team)

^

Heavy on
the software
Sargoyle Game's latest epic.
Heavy on The Maglck, Is

scheduled for April release,

sounds like this Is going to
be a busy year for Gargoyle:

they're getting ready to
move Into new offices, take

public The ni
be launched at I his year's
PCW show, and Gargoyle
claim that "If Gargoyle Is

the Rolls Royce of home
computer games, then Ihe

souped up Jaguart"

Bowled over
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The Big Question

were directed bv George Lucos?

How to enter Ballblazer Competition Entry Coupon I

imi diiocied by George Lucos

tollblozer Competition. No f

rsl post on June 13lh 1986.
George Lucas directed the following three Kims:

jn the back ol your envelope.

Rules

Ml entries musl be on the

Ballbtowr Cornpelilion. ZX Computing Monthly, No 1 Golden Squara lonOon « R3AB

I

eaders except employees ol

Mabasler Passmore and
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WHO DARES
WINS II

been pencilled n 'a- 11

defences lo the spot where th

dropped by parachute

leed every one ol th

vmfhSv?yI
I will turn ii

e mission.

up forces. So II

beginning again
slronger forces Which lust gi

thing wilh

>u have successlully
made It through all elghl jmm«<fcj&
sectors you are met wllh the I f| f| 1 1 J4"
dismaying message thai all Ihe U| || , I

territory you've captured has UUUU I
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IJIJMiMJfeM ;::.::-;",,; "irrsi.s problems since the computer
always won by eleven points).

complex the game Isn't easily

mastered.
sound facllllles, ond throughout The controls are fairly The graphics aren't exactly

bzii^H simple: Ihe two basic strokes spectacular, bui they are clear
Once play begins you are

presented with a slightly over-
head perspective on the labia

and uncluttered which Is prob-
ably more Importoni Ira game

Somenme lost year Imagine like this If. after all fhls lime,
signed a dual with Konaml lo

knock "hat one out of play.
you're still interested in playing

convert loads ol their ofcade either side of the soreen are two ping-pong on your computer
Ihen this is amosf certainly Ihegames onlo homo micros. and

the latest Is Ihelr Ping Pong
extremely partisan crowds who There Is also a smash shot avail-
cheer whenever their chosen best version around.

gome It's odd really, that Plng
Pong which was one ol the first

player scores o point. The and Ihere are backhanded
vonallons on Ihese shols which

video games Is still being pro- 1 found allowed me to knock the

,W'vcon side rably more sophisticat- different directions. yOU i liming
ed than the old two-dimen- though you must also win by at has a lot to do wilh controlling /"WV ..
sional games with o while blob
bouncing (torn letl to right.

least twopolnls and It the score
reaches llfleen oil the game Is

the direction of shots and the kJLJi* 111*11" IT
speed ol play Increases on fUV 1. Ml- 111abandoned (though when 1 each ol Ihe tlve levels, so Ir^r^f ml U

1

Ilslarls lo play a tune that's very played lhal didn't present any though the controls aren't lhal it—»_jA uiii.ni
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HE/
A rival to

Exploding Fist?

Mlrrorsoft enter the

world of karate

but Is It Just

another chop off

the old block?

ZX Computing Monthly Mav 1986
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Marketing <

are proud to announce
the arrival of their -

125 Joystick

kw

with this

NEW JOYSTICK
from Cheetah

jfriJjjiliiwB^liaHte

ONLY

Cheetah Marketing Ltd.
, Willowbrook Science Park, Crickhowell Road. St. Metlons. Cardiff

|

Telephone: (0222) 777337 Telex: 497455



UMJ
Brian Beckett assesses

the leading chess

programs currently

available tor the

Spectrum and QL

TT"he late Norberl Wiener,
launder of cybernetics,
predicted a day when playing
chess would be about as
Intellectually stimulating as a
Same ol noughts and crosses,
oth are zero-sum games ot

perfect information ond (II

neither side makes a mistake)
Ideal play w '"

Then Jughls :

ring and t

anil wun us a great mewai
challenge Is simply that even
the ablest grandmaster Is

Incapable ot sorting through the
seemingly endless possibilities
opened up In any one game.

Computers, however, might
some day be capable ol
playing error-tree chess and
Wiener foresaw lallible human
opponents' Interest In the game
declining as a result.

Wiener, who worked In the
pioneering days ol mainlrame
computers did not however
imagine the speed with which
chess playing micros would
become commonplace.

The capabilities ol your piece
ot Sinclair aadgelry would have
cost a small fortune only a lew
years ago but (it you ore o chess
player) it fortunately still fulls for

short ot Wiener's super intelligent

But, it you don't happen to be
a budding grandmaster, a
game agains! your QL 01
Spectrum can still be pretty
domaging to the ego. Sir Cllve's

little black boxes play passingly
good games at even the lower

logical intelligence quite
capable ol beating on unwary
master at the higher one. It's

worth having o look at some ol
the better Sinclair chess
programs available both as a
guide lo buying one and — by
highlighting some ot their
weaker lines of play — avert

nightmare ol the
-"H computer.faultless c

J tab
28Kout a chess progi

Spectrum pretty soon oui an we
have now is several packages
for the 48K Speclrum and one for

Ihe QL. It's not a case ol finding
the "best'' program — the
Spectrum packages share
similar features, comparative
prices and roughly the same
skills while Psion's QL chess has
the advantage ol being both an
excellent product and the only
one available — bul rather a

asiEmmAUE
case ol choosing the one or
more that you happen to like

more lhan the olhers.

Challenge
Assuming that you're buying a
chess program to play It yourself,
you wanl one thai offers you a
chollenge as well as being able
to defeat your neighbour's
compufer. QL Chess, lor

example, came first in a
microcomputer knockout
championship which Inch
some dedicated chess
computers but. against certain
Queen's Gambit pfoy. is

marginally easier lo beat than
Psion's Spectrum program.

The programs looked at here
ore QL Chess (marketed by
Sinclair at £19.95 and developed
by Psion) and the three leading
packages for the J8K Spectrum;
Sinclair's Masterchess (again
written by Psion), Artie
Computing's Spechess II and
OCR's Chess: The Turk. For the
historically curious, The Turk

eighteenth cenlury, chess-
ploying

programs but a walchful eye
can usually get the other two at
a bargain. The Sinclair/Psion
program, lor example, Is often
found In specially priced game
packs and many Spectrum
owners probably already have

All chess programs have
several levels ol play thai are a
(unction of Ihe amount ol time
that Ihe computer is allowed to

consider ils move. They range
from a lew seconds at the lower
levels to several hours at fhe
higher ones For a skilled chess
player, this can be o problem as
the lower levels don't offer a
challenge and the higher ones
can take forever. Here QL Chess
wins hands down a

•I (Nur

t, you

»«)

the QL to match your average
move time or (If you have a
great deal ot lime on your
hands) play at infinite lime

ove until you lorce
i play with a keyboard

turkls that w i the
I Europe

many believe — probably
contained a legless Russian
soldier who selected fhe plays
and moved Ihe gears. The Turk
cosls o reasonable £595 making
II the cheapest of the Spectrum

QL Chess has Ihe additional
feature of considering Its

possibilities while waiting for you
to move. Shutting oil this feature
with the "Easy" command In

effect doubles the number of
levels. For the Spectrum, Artie's

program Is probably the best for

ZX Computing Monthly May 1936
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a continuous function of lime
ralher Ihon choice of

quantum leaps which might not
match what you want, The Turk is

the worst In this respect as it

Increases the Spectrum's move
time Irom 90 seconds at Levei-3

to 10 minutes at Level-d and one
hour at Level-S. The lump from 90
to 600 seconds is a bit too large
as It's In this sort of time range
that a player of medium skill

finds himself with o challenge.
The Turk, however, will often move

n the

Spectrum programs, you type in

moves using on algebraic
notation that replaces the
traditional chess codings Unlike
the others, the Psion program
does not require you to ENTER
your move — the computer does
it automatically when you type
the last code number — which is

nice for speed but unfortunate It

All the programs allow you to

quit and start another game
(only The Turk gloats about it]

and QL Chess enr-'--
player to change
fime. I suppose thi

lor this featui '

maximum allowed at say Level-4 obvious purpose v,

Making moves
As tar as graphics go, there Is

little real difference between the
Spectrum programs: the screen
shows a top view of the board
with the pieces In profile
Personally speaking. Spechess Is

marginally poorer and The Turk

a bit better. The Turk has the
added clever feature of toppling
over the King upon checkmate
or, If you quit fhe game, your
King upon what It always and
cheerfully considers your
resignation, QL Chess offers a
choice of the traditional Image
or a superb 3D view that is a
credit to the programmer's skill.

The pieces are moved with a
cursor In QL Chess but, In the

3 poor
players. If you
other way. you can always allow
the QL to push you to the brink

of defeat and then switch
colours at the last minute. The
Turk and QL Chess allow you to

take moves back and. while this

Is handy if you make a silly

mistake, it also encourages
sloppy chess thinking.

All the programs allow you to

play from a pre-set position affer

placing the pieces as you wish.

They all use fhe cursor to set-up
the pieces except tor Spechess

square are typed in. The QL

Spectrum. Levels of skill can be
selected for set-up as well as
normal play In each program
and QL Chess has fhe
additional feature of eight
problem solving levels. As with
traditional problems, the Idea is

to ask the QL lo find a mate in

say five moves.
Each program will

recommend a move to the
player If asked. This Is a useful
feature for beginners or those
who wish to examine the
computer's chess reasoning in

some detail. Otherwise If you
have to ask the computer for its

opinion on your best move,
you're playing at too high a
level. After all. the object of the
exercise Is to win and not to do

opposition thinks you ought to

Countdown

All the programs allow you to

save the game to tape or fo a
printer. The Turk has an option for

playing blitz chess which Is a
nice feature. The on-screen clock
starts counting down from five

minutes and the first side to run
out of time loses If (as is likely]

no checkmate has occurred.

standard save with Spechess. QL
Chess has the very useful feature
of declaring a stalemate if a
sequence of moves Is repeated
for three consecutive plays.

Otherwise it's pretty much up to

you to declare a draw by
perpetual check or repeated
moves — against any of the
programs — by simply quitting

the game All the programs
recognise checkmate
immediately except for Spechess
which, when It's defeated, uses
up most of its allotted time
before declaring your victory.

While there Is absolutely no
harm In this, I personally find it a
bit annoying.

Both The Turk and QL Chess
have demonstration modes
where the computer will play
itseli. replay options where the
compufer re-dlsplays a game on
screen move by move and the
capability to "referee" a game
between two players In the

simply asks for move Inputs from
both sides, displays the moves
on the screen after ENTER and
keeps track of the times. Of the
Spectrum programs, The Turk has
the largest reservoir of extra

features while the Psion

package has been honed down
to the bare essentials but it does
play a good, aggressive game.

Neil month ITIbe setting

some classic chess problems for

your Spectrums and QL's and
showing how even the best
chess software Is vulnerable to

the shrewd sacrifice.

ZX Computing Monthly May 1986
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Z^llferent systems are ovalfable

for different reasons. Teletext
systems are used foi 'non-
intelligent' users who require
quick, cheap Information and
know exactly where to get It. It

cannot be used to search tor
Information os this Is indexed by
Eoge number only. Preslel uses it

ecouse the pqges are only IK
long and many thousands of
pages can be stored with a
quick transfer time (all Viewdata
systems are standardised on
1200 Baud receive and 75 Baud
transmit). This meons that you
must work out what pages you
require before you go on line
otherwise you can spend a lot at
time going through unnecessary
pages Some Sinclair and BBC

type ol system as it only requires
discs or, in the case ol the
Spectrum, microdrlves to store
the pages. Computer users are
catered for by providing
mailboxes which are tree to any
other system user. Anyone can
hire pages on Prestel at a very
cheap rale and there Is a
standard woy to download

however, allow for Intelligent as
well as 'dumb' terminals like a
Preslel one The Information is

not paged, but run on a
scrolling screen so that when in©
writing comes to the last line It

moves up the whole screen
losing the top line and making
a blank line at the bottom to
write on. This way any length ol
text can be transferred to the
user and it can be searched to/

keywords so that selective
storage can be done. Systems
usually recognise the XON/XOFF
protocol (code system) which

to h in Of
data from either l.._

The request lor Information
can also be preprogrammed
and can. II you're not In a hurry,
be limed, so that it can be
made at cheap rate (usually
when you're In bed).

This system only uses black
and while, no colours, as
computers cannot agree on the

to the automatic transfer of
programs as only Bulletin Boards
seem to agree lhat codes above

higher rate This means that
information can travel In only
one direction ol a lime and
some means ol changing the
direct on of sending must be
used At present there are many
different ways ol doing this, so It

depends on what system you
wont to access. But the
ucjvontage is that clear blocks
of (Joto can be sent In a similar
way to XMODEM, but at a rate ol
up to 2400 Baud! One thing
about these systems Is thot you
have to provide an echo' ol
what you typed, whereas on
Prestel and Bulletin Boards II Is

'echoed bock' by the distant
computer.

Trying out the systems
The best way Is to try the systems
you want to access tlrsl. Most
Bulletin Boards are tree,

although some require a charge
for the regular user. Other
Bulletin Boards can usually be
obtained from a list on the first

your telephone bills by finding

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
programs Irom the system. Each
page Is charged when you

your bill, so there's no way to
avoid il. II you are selling
software this would count as a
credit and be deducted trom

Without special facilities It Is

difficult to upload Information on
to Preslel quickly, ond 75 baud is

a very low speed lor the
computer to transfer information.
Prestel software is also different
to other database software, so
make sure you get the right type
ol software (or your computer.

Preslel Is available
internationally and only costs E5
o quarter, plus the time you
spend on the call which in the
UK Is usually a local one

300 Baud systems

These systems use a standard
ASCII code [as used Inside the
Spectrum) usually protected by
a password on entry system and
sometimes more passwords lor

deeper levels In the system. They
ore usually (airly user-friendly
and give help In most places.
They ore not that last, buf
provide 300 baud speed for the

as tost as a Prestel system. Unlike
Prestel, access to these systems is

usually restricted to one or two
entry points, or more If they are
connected to the PSS (Packet
Swilch Stream) data exchanges
run by British Telecom. They do

set can be used. They i

system called XMODEM protocol
which sends the data In blocks
included inside a packet. The
pocket is mode up of a header,
a tlxed length ot data ond a
checksum to fell It there was an
error while It was being sent H

The data can be anything
you wont, and this way Spectrum
programs and code could be
stored on a school's BBC discs, il

both have an XMODEM
program. In this woy Bulletin
Boards can store programs
suitable lor different computers
without having different software
lor each. The program can be
any length as long os both
computers have sufficient
capacity to store the program.
ASCII listings are no good to the
Sinclair user anyway as they
have to be retyped into the
computer, which rather defeats
the ob|ect ol downloading
software In the first place

Unfortunately, XMODEM
programs have to be bought on
tape as fhey cannot be
downloaded without an
XMODEM-type program!

Higher speed systems

Some databases and
commercial Bureaus use hall-
duplex transmission to send ot a

PRESTEL visitors can use an ID
ot 44444441-14 (ten lours) and a
password ol 4444 la look round
the system without charge. There
Is even a Mlcronet tour to show
you what Is available on page
"BOO. but some pages ore
reserved as private.' Commercial
systems usually have to be paid
(or before you ore allowed
access or may require a
password, though some
viewdata systems will allow you
a brief look round. Private
viewdata systems such os
"GNOME AT HOME" allow free

expensive to run these systems
they would usuolly like some
confrlbufion Irom the user.

Well, that's the end of the
round up ol avalloble systems,
now here are a lew numbers to
iry.

PRESTEL (London only) 618.
Outside ol London dial
01-686-0311 for PRESTEL London,
then look up on the system how
to access your local Prestel.

01-679-6183 24 HOURS DISTEL
(commercial).
01-648-0018 24 HOURS MITCHAM
[1200175 and 300 Baud Bulletin
Board).

01-941-4285 METROTEL
(commervlol viewdata).
01-888-B894 GNOME AT HOME
(viewdata Bulletin Board)
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• Does your micro chat to 70,000 people across the UK?

• Can your micro interview pop stars, hackers and doyennes

of the computer industry?

• Can your micro provide the answer to your technical and

software problems?

• Could your micro send and receive telex's worldwide?

• Does your micro do your shopping for you-and have it

delivered to your door?

• Is your micro an answering machine, delivering your

private mail whenever you log-on?

NO? Shame!

goo-
Micronet 800

8 Herbal Hill. London HC1R 5EJ

Telephone: 01-278 3143

n,:Mi„: i 800, 8 Herbal Hill, London BCJ

1 Please send n e a brochure on Micronei 800 1

1 AriHmt 1

Telephnnc No '

1 App

L _ II 5/1 6 |
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IT'SA DISCOVERY
FROM ALL ANGLES

Whicheverway you look at it, Discovery - the
multi-feature 48 K Spectrum disc drive system
from Opus - is a lot ol hardware for your money

At an incredibly low £149.95 it explodes the myth
that you can't buy a full-blooded Spectrum disc

drive for under £200. In fact to beat our price you
might have to settle lor a non industry-standard
system - microdrive,waferdriveorevena2B"
disc drive lookalike Hardly worthwhile perhaps
when for very little more Discovery offers not just

an industry-standard 3Vb " 250 K disc drive but all

these amazing features

• DOUBLE DENSITY DISC INTERFACE
• JOYSTICK INTERFACE
• PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
• COMPOSITE VIDEO MONITOR INTERFACE
• BUILT-IN POWER SUPPLY FOR DISCOVERYAND
SPECTRUM

• PERIPHERALTHROUGH CONNECTOR
•RAM DISC FACILITY
• SIMPLE ONE POINT CONNECTION TO THE
SPECTRUM

A FEATURE-PACKED SYSTEM
FOR JUST £149.95 INCLUDING,

• 3.5" 250 K disc drive
• Double density disc interface
• Parallel printer interlace
• Joystick interface
• Video monitor interface
• Peripheral through connector
• Built-in power supply
• Utilities onROM including format and verity
•RAM disc facility
• Random access files fully supported
• Connections for second drive upgrade
• Comprehensive user manual
• Now with FREETBAM-BMmH tape to

disc transfer progiam

only £149.95
Discovery takes no USERRAM from the Spectrum,
Random Access Files are fully supported and
formatting and back-up routines are included in

ROM. You can choose from a wide selection

of3% " disc software specially written for the
Discovery games and business user, and with our
free Trans-Express utilityprogram you can easily
transfer your cassette software to disc

Discovery's price of only £149.95 even includes
"VAT, guaranteed 72 hour free delivery and a full

12-month warranty

Discovery is available from all good computer
stores nationwide. Call 0737-65080 for details of

your nearest dealer or to order Discovery direct.

Opus Supplies Ltd,

55 Ormside Way,
Holmethorpe Industrial Estate,

Redhill, SURREY RH1 2LW.
Opus.

NOW A NEW DISCOVERY FOR THE 128K
SPECTRUM - CALL 0737 65080 FOR DETAILS



By Philip Dutre

Prepare to combat the

dark forces! Philip

Dutre has written us a

3D graphics adventure

that combines

animated graphics,

menu driven controls

and traditional text

Input — all this in a

quest to seek out and

destroy the Lord of

Darkness before he

gains control of Middle

Earth. It's a long

program, but definitely

worth the effort to type

It In.

This is the master Loader progra
which will load the parts of the
finished game Enter It and save it

onto your game tape with the
3; SAVE "Lord" LINE 10.

Listing 2
Type NEW, then enter this listing

which contains the data tor the
new character set. RUN it. ana
when prompted SAVE the code
onto vour game tape. It's a good

nake separate copy ot
this

n the data statement

Listing 3
Type NEW again, and enter this

program This contolns data tor 126
UDGsi RUN It, and save the code
onto your game tope. You should
also make a separate copy of this

Listing 4
NEW the Spectrum one more time,

buy some sandwiches, and get
ready to enter this listing. Don't RUN
It. but SAVE It onto your game tape
with; SAVE "Lord" LINE 1

ZX Computing Monthly May 1'
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Our technical wizard Ray Elder unravels your Sinclair computing problems

Calculating

code for multiply (04] and lour and (ive

or© taken Irom the stack, mulliplled.

ond the result (20) pui onto the slack.

Our neit code Is 31. this duplicates Ihe

h Toni Bake: r

Ugh! Screen Designer article pari
7. I understand thai this Instruction

engages the Spectrum calculator and

code programming <

ra
wilh everything In mochli

iple as (I appears al Hi

ir,r-. ri ii.n--.rjs moke use ol

ind oil operations are pi Note for musicians

isy when perlormlng one calculc
it needs caretul organisation when

:ing why :-:..;:o,

h (our (3HM) <

rero pur this on Irie calcu-
li 2D28h (CD2B2D). Then

Ihe Sound olMus,c«oti!dniwoik w:th

myZONX unit. Since then I have lound
that the Instructions ot addresses FAFO.

FAE4, FB77, F37B FCOF. FC13. FC2B, FC30.
FC36, FC3A need to be changed to OUI
255 and OUT 127 (tor OUT 221 and OUT
223).

The Fuller codes are OUT63 and OUI
95 and the ZXM codes ore OUT 159 and
OUT 223

Congratulations on a superb utility.

I have been warring tor o long time lor

this one. eat your heart out MIDII
Mr. FG. Jay.

m
Once all the values II

perform the malhs ore i

the tight order then we
calculator RSI28 follow

dawn to Ihe addresses menllonec

ulculator stock given by Peeking the
ddress 23653(4 -

1

To go Into full delall is a series ot

as! ond I would aerial nly recommend
lot you purchase a good book, tonl

Baker herself has written one and Dr Ian

Logon's is quite detailed. Many aulhors

ig Ihe fallowing program in

.
. pre- loader.
10 CLEAR 650W: FOR 1=65100 TO
651 05:READ a:POKE 1fl:NtXT 1

20 DATA 33.61,92,54.255.201
Now you can eilher RANDOMIZE USR
65100 Irom Ihe pre-loader or. as I preler,

. :

.:'

ie program

a MERGE
Ihe program and remove Ihe Hondo-
mize code? Well this Is virtually unavoid-
able pul it betore SAVING your program
(i )..j lypr.- m. - .'N- POKE (PEEK 23635.
256'PEEK 23636+31.255 ond Ihen save II

to auto-run using LINE 1. Ihen a MERGE
Is not possible due to Ihe computer
thinking thai the program Is loo longl

The same technique con be applied lo

the loader progroi

Key to the problem?

:hlnecode The lo I lowing

CALL Hey lesl (CD1E03)
Jfl NC starl (30F4)

DEC D [15)
-.0 E. A (5F)

.code (CD3303)
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PROGRAMMERS & ARTISTS
SOLVE ALL YOUR ANIMATION PROBLEMS WITH ONE VERY POWERFUL UTILITY

IMATE GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT TOO! i Oli

PROGRAMMERS AND ARTISTS.
USE T TO PflOFESSIONAUY DEVELOP-

3D nmmiTED sprites & mnsKS.
ANY SIZE ANIMATED SPRITES

IMILTI-MUURED SPRITE5
SCENERY & PROP GRAPHICS

TITLE SCREENS
TEXT LAYOUTS & FONTS

AND ITS GOT EVERY FUTURE YOU EVER WANTED CRAMMED INTO ITHI

RE-DESIGNABLEBRU5HESMIRBRUSHES&HATCKES;FA5TTAG'& FIXED

LIME S CIRCLE MODES (all olasM); AMAZING SHADE PAINT CAPABILITIES

FAST HATCH FILL WITH VERY FAST RE-HATCH (and you can ffl-design

hatches in mni fill!}; INDEPENDENT WALK-OVER COLOUR CONTROL
tallows you to BRIGHTEN up your graphics without affecting the PAPER/INK

e string or graphics (certain

1 COPY - MICRODRIVE/DISC/TAPE -

you can STORE/HETBIEVE/ANIMATE (a

and rrs quick a easy to use

or CHARACTEH SQUARES'); TO

<). Everything's luily automated -

ITS VERY EASY TO DRAWw

DOESNT MATTER HOW MAN
DRAW WITH m That's why wo asked

WHAT ABOUTTHE 12M MACHINES'



Alan Davis, author of

Firebird's 'Runestone',

begins a new series

showing you how to

create a world full of

independent

characters.

^^^sk a seasoned adventure
player to describe the qualities
of a good adventure, and you're
likely to find Ihe word
atmosphere' high on his list of

priorities. In other words, a good
adventure should (among other
things) create the Illusion that

the player Is exploring a world
which, though Imaginary, seems
tangible ana real. It should be
easy for the player to forget that

he Is, offer all, dealing only with

a computer program. Certainly
the best traditional adventures
go a long way towards
achieving this In some respects.

Level 9 games are renowned for

their detailed, well-written text

descriptions, and the arrival of

The Quill a couple of years ago
has resulted In a vast number of

traditional text adventures —
some ol them excellent. You
could well argue thai Ihe
adventure player has never had
It so good — and of course In

some sense, you'd be right.

The classic adventure game
Invariably takes the rorm ol an
Intricate series of puzzles, set

within the framework of an

puzzles make the game — and
If It's puzzles you want, then the
world's your oyster. If, on Ihe

adventures more for their

Imosphere than for their

puzzles — for the Ihrlll of

exploring a strange and exciting

world — then all may not be
quite so well.

Let's take an example: you're
wandering along a dark, damp
passageway, and turn a corner
lo tlnd your way blocked by a
troll. Hmmm. Try talking to It.

Silence Give It the gold coin?
"Ifou c ""

Kealms of
interaction

i
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Slowly but surely II

realisation Is forced upon you
thai this is no troll. It's Just

)r puzzle set by the
programmer. It sits thera a pari
of the scenery, until you come
up wllh the correct response
Now an avid puzzle solver
doesn't mind this, by now he's
welt hooked on the sequence o!

puzzles and simply wants to

solve them. But. alas for the
seeker after thrills and
exploration, he's just had all his

Illusions shattered.

attempted lo tackle the problem
of 'lifeless' characters. So few, In

fact that one could probably list

them all in a couple of lines;

Hobblt. Sherlock, lord of the
Rings, Valhalla, Fantasia
Diamond, Kenlllla. . . I moy have

missed one or two, but apart
from my own Runestone there
can't be many more (lor the
Spectrum, at any rote). Whai
these few games hove In
common (wilh varying degrees
ol success, If must be admitted)
Is the aim of convincing the

Rlayer that the world In which
a finds himself Is already

inhabited, that lite is going on
there whether the player Is

Kresent or not. Undoubtedly they
ve their limitations, but games

of this type create an
atmosphere of vitality which Is

almost totally lacking In most
traditional adventures. Oddly
enough, many experienced
adventurers tend to regard these
games with suspicion, or even
dislike, often on the grounds that
the independent behaviour of
the characters Interferes with the
serious business ol puzzle-
solving. Again, II all comes
down lo whal you want from
your adventure playing, but ii's

been my steadily growing belief
lhaf Intelligent Independent
characters are almost essential
to an advenlure II the game Is to
be a satisfying Imaginative
experience and nol |ust art
Intellectual one Which brings us,

at last, lo the tricky question —
"How Is it done?"

Adventure games have
always offered considerable
scope to the BASIC programmer.
Many line programs have been
written entirely In BASIC simply
becouse speed o( response (up
to a point) Isn't a major
consideration. But the momenl
we try lo Inlroduce Independent
characters, the situation
changes. The program has to
process not Just the player's one
set ol actions, but several. In
Runestone there are about 40
characters and the program has
to look after each one BASIC
would be impossibly slow for this
kind of Job, but despite this It

really Isn't so difficult to write
independent characters into

your adventure programs, and
the result mokes Ihe effotl well
worthwhile There are two main
points to bear In mind.
1) It's essential that we give our
characters some semblance ol
Intelligence (however limited) to
make It as easy as possible lor

the player to suspend disbelief
We mlghf for example, program
them to recognise and address
each other by name or to
adapt their conversation to suit

changing clrcumstonces.
However we approach the
problem, we must create Ihe
Illusion lhat Ihey are behaving
In a purposeful way.
2) We need to identity those
parts ol Ihe program which
would be unacceplably slow In

BASIC and Inject machine code
roullnes where necessary.
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"TIM

T̂hings to come

af ihe various ways In which
Ihese things can be achieved,
tooting out Ihe problems
Involved, and finding flexible
programming solutions which
you can adapt for use In your

n gomes. In tact, let's make a
start ti- ll by* -

:

.

mple (bul essential) problem,
u's on Inevitable (act thai in any
program which contains
Independent characters, we
simply do nol know In advance
exactly what anv given
character will say or do at any

* This n s that v.

can gel nowhere at all without a
thoroughly flexible melhod of
printing fext lo the screen, word-
wrapping at Ihe ends of lines as
necessary. Listing 1 gives an
assembly language program
which will do just that, and we
shall make heavy use of this

routine In future. It you don't
have an assembler program (go
on li."-or yourw-l';, Ih :,.: BASK;
program In Listing 2 will POKE
Ihe code Into memory, check tar

errors. SAVE it to tape, and test it

Lines 80 and 90 of Listing 2
show how the routine is used.
Simply build up your text from
BASIC In Ihe variable it and
then LET m = USR 64505. There
are three points about this

aware of:

1) It will deal only with strings up
lo a maximum of 255 characters
In length, This Is ample lor our
present purpose, bul If you use
the routine elsewhere you may
need lo print up your siring In

several parts to avoid problems.
2) POKE 64500,1 will cause the
text to be sent, line by line, to
the printer as well as the screen
(ZX-lype printer, that Is). POKE
64500,0 lurns the printer off.

3) As II stands, the t

e 2a o them
i upwards. If you w

priming to start at some other
line, Ihen POKE 64658, (line

number) will do Ihe Irick,

This, of course, is Just a taster to
scratch Ihe Itch in those finger-
ends. Next month we'll start to
build a world In earnest.

5
<
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SOIEENMASTE!
SCREENMASTER
1 and 2

£4.50 each

Simlron sollware specialise In

whal Ihey call 'programs to

help you' - 'heir previous oller-

Ing being Ihe Car Cure diag-

nostic progrom Bui now Simlron

have embarked on something
a Utile less obscure with the
Screenmaster family of gra-

phics ullllllei

At the momenl only Screen-
master 1 and 2 ore near com-
pletion (though SM3 is under

i separate program tor ages
tost graphics utilities Include
IDG and sprite generators as

taps there's nol really much
:all lor programs which do that
ind nothing else.

SM1 has Ihree options ollow-

they call Piclels, \

high by lour wide Al

method ol plotting s

program these seem rather
slow, though Ihey will be con-
siderably rosier when llnlshed.

lo anylhlng thai Slmi.

programs don'l Screenmaster program;

snslderoOly cheaper.

you lo animate gi

action'. Simlron t<

ot options allowing yau lo

Ihe usual features are Included.
Fill and Brush with various pat-
terns. Circle and Bo». and also
commands lor drawing ovals,

ellipses and o variety ol poly-
gons which I don't remember
seeing in any similar packages

jy well ailed the

>be bought together (or

4al price of£7v5. Solar,

ims lo be shaping up
911. and with luck well
;ompleted copy ol Ihe

FOUR FOR THE FILES highly recor

m labels on ihem

ions [Micro-

I.

Held (Ma go-

slstlng of dot matrix pr

sheets stapled together c sli fields labelled Magazine
Arllcle (27). Magazine 124},

Volume (3], Number (2), Dale (6),

Hollywood" thought Also I

would have liked to have had
a facility lor making notes.

Speedfile
This Is the master program ot the

tound most disappointing. All

'. search No [6

ond menu displays Three ol

them are Intended as specllic

Kograms lor filing delails ol

agazmes. Films ond Discs [the

Speedtlle, Is Intended lo be an

he (Irst three programs follows

ler page and 'magazine two

ill feature the following opllons:

d a page to printer. Otplon
BO col. printer is Included.
Search for series ot

idRef. except thai Ihere Is only oni
field which may Be up lo 23
characters long. There U "i

option to sel the number c

headings. Tf

3le search is provided tor

d 5K In length and lh

llexlblllty thai a program ol Ihls

ably Impressed. II

One very good fealure was
Ihe way In which the program
operated my prlnler — via a ZX
Lprlnl interlace - In bolh

per line list mode. As long as I

Initialised It before loading o
program If worked perfectly,

and HI forgot then I simply wenf
info the SAVE option, broke out
ol the program. Initialised the

s'c-ogp media, the vyaladrlve
tor example I was able lo use

Research Disk drive due lo Ihe
RAM save feature bul otherwise

tape. My daughter has
adopled Ihe Disc program, my
son has borrowed the Film one
and I have started getting all

those articles In bacK Issues ol

ZXC [and other) magazines
organised with the Magazine

The programs are marketed
by DGF Software. 7 Rushlade
Close. Paignton. Devon. 104 7BZ
and sell at E5.90 each Includ-
ing P&P
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QUAL-SOFT Sports simulations

"A real challenge to the thinking football fan Bobby Robaon could do
worse than have a crack at this in his preparation for the World Cup".

QUAL-SOFT COMMENT: At last an INTELUGENTmanagement game for the knowledgeable

TAPE!
QUALIFIERS MEXICO '86*

A WORLD CUP MANAGEMENT SIMULATION

TAPE 2
FINALS

ENGLAND'S GAMES: FULL PITCH, 22 MAN, 3D GRAPHICS & SOUND EFFECTS

QUA L SOFT, Tel: 0438
Dept.ZX 721936
18 Hazulmere Rd.,

. Stevenage, Herts SG2 8RX. Access No. {if applicable) .
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CROSSFHE
Crossfire is here to express your views and opinions

on Sinclair computing matters. We want to hear from

you about the delights of computing as well os the

problems.

Graphics explained

IM Wo do receive occasional
BUI enquiries from readers about
fiiH the syslem ot Spectrum
graphic! used In ZX listings. Especially
for our new readers, Ray Elder
explains our method.

method by PLOT and DRAW ||l

special In
-1—

"

asking it
J ZX81 f ._ „ .

/Ill be ot some help.
tlque. Paris. France has a
:!/: fans wh,ch clanv;
'he 16K or 48K Spectrum

any program designed lo run on Ihe
ZX81. The cost at this program Is under
WOO trancs. Although I do not have this

program and cannot vouch tor it any-

Clique. 27 H » Leningrad.

has been published In the American
periodical. Synlar it is a machine code
program written by David Omstein lo

upload TlmexISinclalr (ZX81I programs

Sinclair In Germany
/ bought a secondhand
Spectrum and Microdrive
three weeks ago but people

toldme Sinclair had died in Germany.
Can you help me with some names
and addresses?

Where can I still gel accessories? Do
you know ot any user groups?
J. Werthe, Oldenburg, Germany.

Sinclair computers
Contact David Vernon, IS Waller Cowl.
Cambelt. 2601 ACT.

WBSM Germany, Theli
titbu lor Is J. Schumplch, Jagerweg 10.

Poitsoch 6352, West Germany.

ZX Computing Monthly May 1
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S&USCOUMi
FREESECURICORDEUVERY

ON ORDERS OVER m.

NOW!
EASYORDERINGWfTHOUR

NEW FREEPOSTADDRESS.

'V -The Visitors

Max Headroom
Bomb Jack
Way of Tignr

Movie
Barry McGuigan
Hypersports

Tau Ceti

Computer Hits II

Winter Games
Amazon Wamen
Lazer Basic... 11.20Q

7.50r
7.50C
5.95r
7.50P
5.95r
5-95P
5.95C
5.95 r
7.50n
5.95n
5.95n

Lazer Compiler
William Wobblei
Zoids
Arc ol Yesod
Hall of Fame
Worm in Paradise

Lord of the Ring*

Imp Mission ..

Cosmic Wartoao
Death Wake
Exploding Fist

SurfChamp
Now Games M

Rasputin
Costa Capers
4 Crash Smashes 7.50n

7.50Q
7-50H
5.95

7.50U
7.50

7.50

11.20D
s.95n
5.95G
5.95Q
6.70D
7.50Q
6.™

i ;

5.95a
5.95D

Superbowl 7.50Q
Comet Game
Twister

Sam Fox Poker „
FA Cud
SkyFo>

International Karato

Nomad
Showjump.ng

. 5.95C
Sai Combat ""

Backtofuture 595(1
Rambo 5.95 C.

Elite H50C
Countdown
West Bank
Transfo'-er

3Wks

Thin

Yabba Dabba Doo
Fighting Warnor S.95C
Bounty Bob 5.95[~_

Bunestone 5.95LT
Hacker 5.95P
OtftheHook 5M|I

SINCLAIR

Ballblazer

30 Games.
5.95n
7.50D

Commando
Mugsy's Bovenge.

5.95

5.95

5.20Q
7-50D
7.50D
6.70Q
7.50r

Gunfright

Tnmahaurir

Saboteur
Enigma Force

7.50"

Never Endmg Story

Btaderunner
Monty on the Run

7.50C
5.95C
5.95n

Mindshadow
Fridaythei3th

5.95n
5.95C

Starquake
Starstrikell

5.95

5.95

I enclose cheque/P.O. for

E

TELEPHONE

Send order to: ^O
UNITSOFT.
FREEP0ST,
GLASGOW G148R̂

%
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Great jumping

licensing deals! The

Caped Crusader bursts

onto the Spectrum.

JICNSTIill
*=

l-l I 7 =
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Orpheus Ltd.. The Smithy, Unit 1 , Church Farm,
Hatley St. George. Nr. Sandy. Beds. SG19 3HP

Tel. Gamlingay (0767) 51 481/91 Telex 817117 ETHGEN G

BjpiHtEiur
JNUVLR LOOK BACK..

SPECTRUM
AMSTRAD
MSX
COMMODORE
£7.95

Pleuse moke cheque! or money ordan payable lo Orpheus Ud
and lend loqelher wrth your order Form lo

Orphoui Ltd, The Smiltiy. Uoil 1, Church Form,

|_HalktySl.G«irgo,Nr.Sandy,r«di.SC)93HP. _ __t^U



VttlWRN
ce to

i super heroes

— copies of

stprobe, featuring

ion Torch and
The Thing, to be won.

111, Ii.iJUlT.

V4
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inside Ocean
Ocean have just

transplanted their

Manchester HQ to an

unlikely setting. They

are now sharing a

building with the

Quakers. Does this

mean a new departure

into religious computer

games? ZX investigates.

Nobody would be happier than
me itsomeone walked In here with
a game they hod been working on
lor sit months in an attic and
presented us with the next big
computer game.
So said David Ward, chairman of

Ocean. There was no knock on Ihe
door al lhat particular moment but
even now that computer games
are big business anonymous pro-
grammers con still rocket to over-

night success.
Although the stream of amateur

"attic" games ol marketable
quality Is dwindling to a trickle

there are still lofts In faraway places
humming with Inspiration. The story

of Ocean's bestselling game Movie
is a case In point. Dusko Diml-
trl|evlc, a Yugoslav programmer,
appeared on Ocean's doorstep
one day having come to England
lot an appointment with another
software house which folded lust

before his arrival. Referred fo
Ocean he showed them fhe gome
he had completed and, recognis-
ing his potential, he was given a
brief to produce a game In a Sam
Spade vein. Some time later a
parcel with a Yugoslav postmark,
containing Movie, dropped
through Ocean's letterbox.

Of course you don't have fo
scour Eastern Europe for top pro-

S'ammers and In the basement ol

cean's offices can be found a
team ot In-house programmers
assembling future releases. Raul

Owen, who oversees the develop-
ment of Spectrum games, gave us
a guided tour of the cubicles
sectioned off Into banks of hard-
ware devoted to the Spectrum and
Commodore. Another room
housed keyboards for writing
music, while two other rooms
concealed some secrets. One was
the room devoted to clandestine
software developments which was
strictly off limits fo all but pro-
gramming personnel. The other,

nicknamed the Socialist Room, was
for purposes that could only be
guessed at.

On the house

The average age of the In-house
programmers is 19 and the
qualities needed to succeed were
summed up by Paul as being,
"dedication, hard work and
loyalty." "It's not all glamour being
a programmer," he added.

One ospecf of the Quakers'
code ol clean llvlngseemstohave
rubbed off In that there's a total
ban on alcohol on Ocean's pre-
mises. Raul explained that the
reason for the ban was based on
the need for efficiency. "Pro-
gramming requires complete

Upstairs in the spacious, whlte-
wolled oflices. David Ward spoke of
Ocean's past, present and future.

"Ocean started fhree years ago
and like many companies we
concenlrated on mail order. It's

Interesting to see fhat there's a
move back to mall order as soft-

ware for the more obscure
machines doesn't make it Into the
mainstream retailers anymore.

"We are also finding a big mall
order demand for our 10 utilities

range and It's nice In a way fo

have come full circle with people
waiting with bated breath for the
arrival o( fheir fifty bags."

David stressed that Ocean was
set up as "a publishing company
rather thon a softwore house."

"We took the view fhat software
was a form of home entertainment
lust like records and books and as
a publisher we wanfed to cast our
net as wide as possible so as not
to exclude any creafive forces

"We ore In the business of manu-
facturing and selling and unlike
some software houses thai were set

up to simply develop software we
used our business acumen to sell

Into the high streef stores. The
software houses that simply wonfed
to develop games have been the
casualties in Ihe past few years,"

Even though Ocean has Its In-

house programmers It still relies on
outside programmers to provide

ot the work and fresh Ideas.

>uld «

We've got perhaps 50 or 60 software

ZX Computing Monthly May 1986
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process depends on Inspli

and writers need dltlerent

working environments

"Nowadays ol course,
games for home mlcrc

machines but I still teel that
cases the besl gomes for, say, the
Spectrum are produced and
written on the Spectrum.

"I think that Sinclair themselves
hove been surprised at the copa-
billtles still being found an ihe 8-bit

a and Its lite expectancy
-

' s of the

Just Imagine

Unlike some expanding software
houses Ocean have not adopted
a policy ot devouring other com-
panies. The exception was the
acquisition ot Imagine,

"We bought the rights to use the
Imagine label and a couple of

games like World Series Baseball
which they were developing.
Imagine was a well known name
even If It was a notorious one and
sales of Imagine games In Europe
continued to hold up despite the
changeover."

Imagine became the Imprint
devoted to arcade games, in

konaml coin op games such as Vie

Ar Kung Fu, Hypersports and the
forthcoming Ping Pong.
Ocean nave plans to create

another Imprint to put alongside.
Imagine and the IQ series.

"We hawe some adventures In

the Infocom mould for which we
will need a separate label What
we try to do Is create brand to

cater tor a particular market. The
last thing you want to do Is dls-

so point customers who have come
to expect a certain type of game
from a particular label'"

When It comes to licensing
deals there Is no wailing around for

templing otfers to materialise.
Ocean hove a string of successful
spin oil games including Rambo
and the soon to be released V and
Batman,

"Once we've got
deal we have to find

11 together and the probli
Is that unlike straight

there are a hundred different ways
ot doing It. We leave as much to

the programmers as posslbli

licensing Konami game running as a con-
slant reference point, a virtually

complete Commodore version
and the graphics lor the Spectrum
game. With comparison made
easy It's evident that little has br

~

"

i Ihe 1 i the
determining the best treolment but original to Ihe Spectrum. All the

game elements are present and
the constraints ol the target only some colour detoil has been
machine llselt." dropped. Your task asa lone Green

Even though the sotlware Beret Is to rescue four prisoners Irom
Industry seems to be evolving Ihe heart ot the enemy compound.
towards fewer and larger software The enemy Is an anonymous
companies, David believes there Is Eastern bloc country although the

hammer and sickle symbols on the
screen may give you a slight clue.

'There Is still room in the industry Armed only with a knife, rifle and
(or a person lo build a company on a flamethrower which you pick up
Ihe strength of a single product." along the woy you are faced with

While at Ocean we were given guards, man eating dogs, gyro-
a sneak preview of Green Beret. copters dropping bombs from
another Konaml conversion which obova and yel more guards. It you

against an army" to new heights. Green Beret will offer you Ihe
In the basement there were various chonce of maximum decimation
versions on show, the original for your money.

z
<
o
o

z
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The book page returns

™ as David Harwood

_ takes a look at the

^ latest offerings.

Radio Hacker's Code Book,
Duckworth, £6.95.

Cornels, Macdonald, £5.95.
Hotline, Cenlury Commimi-
cal Ions, £6.95.

puling Monthly May 1986



We thought it was
about time we put you

in the picture.
When we introduced our AMX Mouse t

response was phenomenal.

And no wonder!
Hailed by (he press as 'probably the be

arrived recently', the AMX Mouse bmgs to !

,

same sophisticated, positive centre) that has, until now, been the

province of more expensive computers - like the MauVriosh.

The fantastic AMX Mouse Package opens up an entirely new
exciting world to Spectrum osers and comes complete with Mouse,
interface, which also includes a Centronics printer hterface, and all

""'',"™* AMXART
The computer aided, drawing program has to be seen to be

believed. Making full use of on-screen windows, icons, pLfrdown
menus and pointers, you'll be astonished at the quality of the work yi

can produce, save and print using either ZX or Epson compatible
printers. It's a program ideal lor both hours of family fun 01

'

professional applications.

AMX COLOUR PALETTE
The wonderful pictures you create with AMX ART cat

v v;t y tin
I (e with rich vbrant odours - usiig AMX COLOUR PALETTE.

And with 8 Foreground and 8 Background odours you won't be short

of inspiration.

AMX CONTROL
New you can create a 'Mouse envjonment' in your

own programs, AMX Control adds 28 commands to

normal Sndaif Base and contains three programs.

1. The machine code program to extend the Basic interpreter, which
gives youU use of whoows, icons, pull down menus, pointers and
also supports AMX printer interface.

2. An Icon designer, an individual program tor creating and storing tons
for use bi your own programs, the number and variety of icons you
can create is limited only by your needs and imagination.

3. A demonstration program containing on screen calculator and

This fabulous AMX Mouse Package costs only £69.95, a price as
remarkable as the package its::'- : 'iJ it;

1

; luces a fu'ly illustrated

operating manual.

s software is suppfed i

"he transfer faclty S included . The
package is compatible with the Spectrum 481

Spectrum +.

Ordering couldn't be easier.

The superb package is available from al good
r direct using the freepost order form below.

So what are you waiting tor?

Get into the picture now!

I7T7-PLEASE RUSH ME POST FF _(Quanfity,

o

EXPIRY DATE_

SIGNATURE _
MAWF

RING (0925) 1130501/2/3

AMX MOUSE
IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

LSEND TO: ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LIMITED,

_
FREEPOST, WARRINGTON WM 1BR.



Is anybody ihere? II you're sllll

with us and still looking lor the
chance to win one at Sir dive's
new Spectrum 128s, then Just
stick wtth us a little longer
because we're about to give you
the lost few clues needed to
locate the live machines hidden
somewhere on our Incredibly
mysterious pirate treasure map

If you've only Just Joined us (so
where were you?) then you're
lucky because we're going to let

you Join In loo by reprinting the
clues that we published last
Issue So. to recap we should
explain that somewhere on Ihe
map below is a burled horde of
treasure, le five Spectrum 128s.
All you have to do to find them
Is work out the latitude and
longlllude coordinates ol their
location, mis is done by
answering the questions we'll
give you and using the answers
to work out the coordinates.

last month's questions, which
gave you the latitude
coordinate were:

1) How many Dalmallons In the
title of the Wall Disney film?

2) Around The World In how
many days?
3) How many Thunderbirds wert
Ihere In Ihe television puppet

4) How many years between
Olympic Games?
5) How many Dr. Whos have
there been In the television

Now to get Ihe latitude
coordinate what you do Is: take
the answer to question one and
subtract from II the answer to
question two. Add to that the
answer to question three then
multiply ihe result by the answer
lo question four. Finally, add the
answer lo question five and lhaf
will give you a number
representing the latitude position
ol the 128s.

This months questions which
will give you the longfltude
coordinate are as follows:

1) How many days v.

February 1986?
2) How many letters In the
alphabet?
3) Whal Is the square root of

4) How many versions ol the
Spectrum have there been
before the 128?
5] How many times did Bjorn
Borg win Wimbledon?

To get the latitude coordinate
add together the answers to
questions one and two. Divide
that total by the answer to

ZX Compullng Monthly May 1986



This month we give you

the final set of clues for

finding the five

Spectrum 128s that are

up for grabs In our

competition.

question three, then add the
answers to questions (our and
live and you've got the latitude
coordinate As a tiebreaker, wed
like you to take a look at the
picture ot Sir Cllve on this page
and add a short caption, What
Is Sir Cllve thinking?

competition will be the live

people who correctly pinpoint
the 12Bs on the map and

" e best cap!
e Editor's deeisi

ZX Computing Monthly May 1vW
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30 great games from leading software houses including Quicksilva, Bug Byte,Mind

Games, Lothlorien, Argus Press Software, Taskset, New Generation and Terminal.

Argus Press Software Ltd., Liberty House

222 Regent Street,

London W1R 7DB
Telephone 01-439 0666

i^il lllijii;
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Like many of Ihe products on
show al the launch ot Ihe 128
Ihe Doodler lighlpen has only
recently become fully avail-
able, and a (Irsl look al il

hurriori'v knocked logelher

rather lllmslly conn<

socket. This must be plugged
regardless ot whether you c
using a monitor or an ordlni

s an RGB sock-!] Inor

IM

is a peripheral Inlet

tor use with Ihe 12S. Bi

menu which appeors
tne uo is m qbk mope, wmcn aver The drawing dred dnd

SDH. despite this I found Ihdl opllon you choose. All Ihe
I did enjoy using the tlghlpen stonddrd features lhal youo
and lhal tor certain purposes eipecl are there: inland brush,
Ihe pen was a more efficient line, buj, and circle drawing
lool lhan ellher a mouse or a routines which ore tast Ihough
joystick. there is no 'elastic' opllon which

the Doodler software Is an dllowsyoutochangelheslzeot
' in graphics pdckage Ihe shape belore fixing i"

.. jy pressing Ihe is slightly the wrong
tlghlpen onlo the screen by Ihe lust

'

appropriate Icon. Most ol the one

Unfortunately the software, can get the etlect II

though quite soph. siicated. isnl wanl. Thai's a shdme reany,

art programs like The Artist or Art sollwarea llllle dlSappolWlng I

Studio — a number ol importonl enioyed using Ihe pen itself

s such as a cut and For freehand drdwlng I

occupied by the sr Joystick bi

in really Is In physical contocl

1
<
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Bulletin Boards aren't

the only systems your

machine can

communicate with.

Fred Mullins gives you

a tour of the

airwaves. .

.

Mains interface

By sending RS232 data through
Ihe electric supply instead of
over the telephone you can
control different devices all over
your house trom one point. Any
device you want to control only
has to be plugged Info Ihe
mains. This is done by mixing
audio tones with the mains
supply in a similar manner to

the way a modem works.

Optical links

There are several ways to send
computer data, some of them
con be sent by using normal
light, Intra-red light or laser light

over optical fibre. Pulses of light

are sent In one direction only to

a photocell at the other end.
two systems being required If

you want to send data both
ways These types of systems are
currently being used for sending
telephone calTs and are being
developed tor cabte TV
transmission to run games
services (or computei users.

Infra-red can be used to

control a model car in the same
room because of Its broadcast
facility by bouncing it off the
celling, for a simple experiment,
a transistor powering a torch

bulb can t

beam ol light to c
phototranslstor mc
another reflector to send data
across a room or street.

Data can also be sent over
networks, these are systems
designed to allow the
connection of several computers
and other pieces of equipment.
They are mainly designed to

share expensive things like discs,

microdrlves or printers, but they
can also be used to
communicate between different

computers fat things like Internal
electronic mall,

Sinclair put a network
Interface on Interlace 1 which
allows the connection of up to

M different devices The cabling
Is a cheap microphone lead
and there Is even a printer

sharer program Included on the
demo cartridge that comes with
the drive. Anything that can be
SAVEd or LOADed can be sent
over the net to one particular
computer or broadcast to atl o
them. Different channels are lei

alone (Ideal for classrooms or
club rooms os well as offices).

set up ot work through the loco
telephone system (PABX1, so th

different extensions can send
data as well as text through t

system without affecting norm
voice communications. The ICL
oneper-desk has this facility,

and Is based on the Sinclair <

design. It has two extensions
which can be used for voice
data and can be set up to auto-
answer with a recorded speech
message or data message-
faking facility without
interrupting the telephone user
or his work on the computer. This
Is achieved by multi-tasking the
programs It can also be timed
to send messages at cheap
rales while the owner Is not

Computers like Ihe one Ihe
Open University runs can be
used as a network by students to

pass their results back to Ihe
lecturer or have it printed out at
the local college rather than
having to buy a printer
themselves. As fhey do their work
usually at home It Is mote

"' '" send II horn their

Radio

Radio Is also being used In

many ways by computers. There
are experiments going on with
Packet Radio, a similar system to
Bulletin Boards over the airwaves
between radio amateurs, Radio
Teletypes have been around a
long time (RTTY systems) and are
used fo send slow speed
teleprinter data over Ihe air
waves. Recently, many of the big
mechanical teleprinters have
been replaced by 'Gloss
Teletypes' (computer terminals).
Many frequencies are allocated
for this use and you only need a
receiver and an Interlace to

broadcasts across the screen I

Modern Radio amateurs also
have had satellites launched
(the OSCAR series) which send
back computer data as well as
voice messages about their own
Internal workings as well as

temperature etc

Satellites

Satellites are an important
development as they can
broadcast over large areas from

transmitNng-TGCi-iv ng dishes can
now be quite small. Many

have their own satellite links

apart from British Telecom. They



ML
are used Id send voice and
data and to date nobody has
managed to hack one.

Satellite broadcasting is also
used by the TV companies to

transmit to large areas covering
more than one country. These,
like the modern CEEFAX and
ORACLE teletext systems can also
broadcast programs, data and
Information for computer users.

The limiting (actor for the
average user Is the cost of on
aerial which could be over
£1000, but, lor a rental fee you
may be able to gain access to
one via one of fhe several
companies who supply cable TV

s. Wealhe
give pictures such as you see on
television weather bulletins are
available through a simple
radio receiver and adapted TV
aerial and are free. They mostly
consist of TV pictures showing
cloud formations and rain belts.

They are sent as ASCII data so a
similar adaptor to the RTTV
adaptor can be used.

Direct links

Directly wired RS232 or parallel

link any fypes of computer
together, though the software
used has to be adjusted to the
receiving computer. IBM tor

Instance uses Its own codes lor

screen control and uses
synchronous transmission Instead
of the normal asynchronous
transmission [I.e. it (Ills fhe blanks

o special character!. This Is also
used for sending data when a
high speed is necessary. II can
also be used to link ZX81 to a
Spectrum.

Hiring computers

searched very quickly under a
small program written by the
user. The cost is the time of the

Since these systems often use
supercomputers like PRIME'S and
CRAVs you have quite a
machine under your conlrol and
the computer lime is usually
measured in tenths of o second!

fhe Bureaus provide a service
that allows you to use their
computer Instead ol your own.
They will work out large,

complex equations, do your
accounts, allow you to store
large amounts ol personal dafa
or get access to details aboul
the business you are interested
In, such as a list of dangerous
chemical mixes, problems wifh
various drugs, who produces
what products or how many
people passed GCE English in

19731 (See The Hacker's
Handbook lor details.)

They are operated over a
telephone line using a modem
and can store the results ol your
question till you next contact the
computer, to save you hanging

You can also hire networks
such as Prestel and Telecom
Gold to pass messages to
another user, send Telexes or
book a holiday On Telecom
Gold you can also get someone
to contact you II they have a
radio-pager, so your request
beeps them to ring you back
(useful if you have no idea
where they are!).

Cellnet portable telephones
are now acquiring a data
facility which allows you to plug
your computer in and send dafa
over the normal telephone
system while travelling In a car,
bus or whatever. Recently I

heard that airplanes are soon to
be lilted with satellite discs so

that telephone calls can be
made by business men Irom the
mid Atlantic!

For a cheaper, all dafa way,
of saving on the telephone bill

there is always PSS (Packet
Switch System), a system of dafa
telephone exchanges which Is

cheaper than the telephone lor

long distance calls. They are
used by PRESTEL and TELECOM
GOLD for customers that are In

the country as they can usually
use a local call to gel on the
PSS system, rather than ringing

town. An address Is used to tell

the PSS which number you want
lo call and because the data Is

sent at high speed through fhe
system in packets (parcels of

data) it keeps the c
if you c ending

be tilted

Ine. 1 hope all this

see your toy'

information that will help you
tap in to some ol Ihese systems.

Hacker's Handbook, published
by Century Communications.

MAPLIN kits tor mains interlace,

satellite reception, RI7Y Interlace,

PO. Box 3, Royleigh, Essex, SS6

Scarab systems, Spectrum RTTY
board and sollware £38.25 Tel:

0634-570441.

Technical software. Slow scan TV.

RTTY [no hardware reqj, AMTOR.
CW program tape £25, Upper
Liandwrog. Caernarfon.
Gwynedd LL54 7RF. Tel:

0286-881886.

Sinclair Amateur Radio Users
Group, Paul Newman. 3 Red
House Lane. Lelston, Suffolk. IP16
4JZ. England.
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Just how compatible is

the 128? Toni Baker

delves into the 128

ROM.
".

. . It will load all programs
which were specially written tor

the Spectrum 128. as well as
many programs which were
written tor the Spectrum +.

Spectrum 48K and 16K ...—
extract trom Sinclair ZX Spectrum

This article Is all about Uncle
Clive's new computer, the
Spectrum 128. Whal It Is, how It

works, and what makes It tick.

This article will be ol use and
interest to both Basic and
machine code users.

The Spectrum 128 Is, os Its

manual states, two computers In

one. It can run as a 128 (which Is

almost as different Irom th«

Spectrum as was the QL), t

can pretend to be on old
Speccv. In which c

behaves exactly as though It

were an ordinary Spectrum with
48K ol RAM. When running as a
128 there are a couple ol exlra
commands, and a few other
extra features such as calculator
and a renumber facility — these
extra lea tu res are menu driven
and cannot be Initiated by a
BASIC program.

But whal exactly does this

mean In terms ot compatibility?
The manual claims that the

and that II will then run exactly
like an old Speccy However, the
following line:

IF PEEK 75 = 191 THEN PRINT
"THIS IS NOT A SPECTRUM 128"

will give dlfterent results on an
old Speccv to the new Speccy In

4BK mode. This is a minor detail

Sinclair's claim that o 128 In 48
mode behaves exactly like a 48
should be considered truthful.

128 mode, however, has quite
a few differences — some ol

which could well produce
Incompatibility with programs
written lor the ordinary
Spectrum. I'd like to examine
these differences now, and
discuss their consequences

Character set

The first change Is

set. There are two differences in

the character set which could
allecl the visual display ol some
graphics games. CHRS 163 on
the old Spectrum produced Ihe
user defined Sraphlc-T, and
CHRS 164 gave Graphlc-U. On
Ihe new Spectrum they don'fl

CHRS 163 gives the new keyword
SPECTRUM'; and CHRS 164 gives

H keyword "PLAY". This
is that o than

Spectrum 128 there ore only
nineteen user defined graphics,
compared with twenty-one on
the 48.

The second change concerns
the ZX Printer. The printer will not
work on the Spectrum 128. This Is

ot course quite o seflous
difference lor anyone who owns
a ZX Printer and not one of those
expensive things you hove to

plug Into the RS232. It means
that unless vou buy a real'

m
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primer you can't list programs.
Fortunately you don't have to
buy an Interlace One because
the 128 already contains an
RS232 Interlace, although you still

The reason that Ihe ZX printer
doesn't work Is that Ihe printer
buffer (the area ot memory
between hex 5BOO and 5BFF] Is

used by the 128 for paglng-in
new regions ol memory and lor

sio'ing a lew tables and system
variables This has
consequences lor the machine
code programmer. Any machine
code program designed to
utilise the memory in the printer
butrer is likely 1o cause a crash!

Ihe 128 contains at least two
ROMs The visible ROM Is almost
i:i»incoi to the ROM ot the old
Spectrum, and contains the
program for running BASIC There
is also an invisible ROM (Invisible

because you cannot read It

using PEEK) which is paged in on
power-up and may be paged In

using the code in the printer
buffer. So tar, I have not yet
worked out how to utilise this

ROM (torn machine code but I

can make a guess as to what II

contains. It must contain the
program to operate the menus,
the renumber facility, Ihe

i PLAY.

. d the n...
commands SPECTRUM c

The ordinary ROM Is. as I said
eorller, almost Identical to Ihe
old Spectrum ROM. This means
(hot machine code programs
which make use ot subroutines
In the ROM will still run perfectly
well. No subroutine addresses
have been changed, but the
ROM Is still slightly dlflerent. The
space at Ihe end ot the ROM
(addresses 386E lo 3CFF] which
used lo be unused now contains
some new code. There ore also
minor changes to the main bulk
ol Ihe ROM.

The new ROM
The first change is to the
interrupt routine at 0038. Two
bytes have been changed at
004B and 004C chonglng what
used to be CALL 02BF lo CALL
386E. Note that Ihe keyboard
routine at 02BF still exists, but it is

not called by the interrupt

routine directly. Instead, a new
routine at Ihe end ol Ihe ROM is

called. You see, Ihe Speclrum
128 hos provision tor an add-on
keypad which will contain a lew
exlra keys. These changes to Ihe
Interrupt routine ensure thai the
new keypad keys are also
scanned and registered.

The next change is lo the
printing ot graphics and tokens.
Four bytes at OB52 I

Sed, from SUB
F/NOP. The p

change is to ensurt
characters 163 ond

correctly expanded to give Ihe
two new keywords "SPECTRUM"
ond "PLAY".

At 2646 Ihete is a change lo

the INKEYS routine. What used to

be CALL 028E is now JP 3B6C,
Again, the purpose ol this

change is lo ensure thai Ihe new
keypad can be registered — this

time so that INKEYS Is capable ol

reading the keypad keys
Finally, there ate three rather

more lundamental changes.
Four bytes al 1349, lour bytes at
1B7D, and three bytes at 1BF4
have been changed, making
alterations to Ihe main execulion
loop, the slateme nt-relurn routine,
ond Ihe next-statement routine
respectively. These changes
cause control to enter Ihe new
(and so tar Invisible) ROM, and
hence lo carry out the new
Basic commands, operate Ihe
full screen editor, and so on and
so torth. These are the important
ones, and any machine code
program which relied upon Ihe

probably crash on the new
machine. Such programs are lew
and tar between (although one
of mine now suffers from this

disadvantage).
1 "— Spectrum 128 i"

in 48K m<
e above I

changes will make any
difference Both BASIC and
machine code programs will run
exactly as they did before. The
only possible exceptions to this

rule are programs which directly
PEEK the ROM at one ol the
changed locations (such as the
BASIC line listed earlier) - bul
these ore programs deliberately
constructed lo be different, and
are therefore nol a ma|or worry

The Speclrum can easily tell

which mode It Is In [128 or 48) by
looking at bit 4 ol Ihe system
variable FLAGS. In Ihe old
Spectrum this bit was unused,
bul In ihe new Spectrum it Is

used even when operating as a
48K. The flog is invariably RESET
for 48K mode, or SET (or 128K
mode. II Is nol. however, possible
to enter 128K mode simply by
changing the value ol FLAGS,
since the Information which
128-mode needs In the printer

buffer will nol be Ihere. Bul one
important consequ
thai // Is possible to

code program lo tell what kind
ol Speclrum it is running on.
Such o program must first read
address 004B - II II contains BF
then Ihis Is an old Spectrum; if it

contains 6E then this Is a
Spectrum 128 (If it contains
anything else then you've
probably got the Interface One
Shadow ROM paged in.) Then -
if you're sure that this Is a
Spectrum 128 - you con read
bit tour of FLAGS, and it It's set II

means that Ihe machine is

currently In 128 mode.

The same con be done In

BASIC, as the program below will

demonstrate:
10 IF PEEK 75 = 110 THEN GO TO
40
20 POINT "THIS IS NOT A
SPECTRUM 128"

30 STOP
40 LET x = INT (PEEK 23611 1 16)

50 LET i = 128
60 IF x/2 - INT (x/2) THEN LET a

Loss of memory?

Nextly, I wont to talk about the
Spectrum 128's extra memory. Or\

a 48K Spectrum DIM ASI.4C000)

will not. (Error 4 Out o( memory).
One would assume that a
machine with 128K should be
able to store much larger strings

Unfortunately this Is not the case!
Even in 128K mode. DIM
ASI40000) will work, but DIM
AS(42000] will fall (Error 4 Oul of

memory). So where Is all this

i memory?
The a it then.

memory is used as what Sim
refers to as 'BAM disk'. The or

way to use It (wlthoul
complicated
paging whlct
yet) is to transfer blocks of

memory to i

the
nory and

memory (RAM disk). You
can ao this from BASIC using the
new commands LOAD! and SAVE!

crucial). You can use the new
memory to store el

programs (BASIC o
code). This system doesn't cause
any real problems and It is

really quite simple lo use Ihe
extra memory, making It at last

possible lo write really long
machine code programs, or a
BASIC program with realty targe

program lines which may be
recalled using MERGE!).
Unfortunately, I still haven't
managed lo locale 128K yet. I

have found that I can store up to

71K In Ihe RAM disk area - after

lhat I get error 4 Oul ol memory.
Now 7TK plus 48K equqls 119K,

no/ 128K. If anyone finds out
where Ihis missing 9K ol memory
is would they please let me

To conclude. I believe that Ihe
Spectrum 128 is brilliant. It Is

completely compatible with Ihe
old Spectrum (with the
exceptions I've listed above),
and Is superior In every way. The
extra memory is only one of lis

superior features It has better
sound, better edlllng. and an
RS232 interlace built In (as well
as a monitor port). It's well worth
buying or

'

anyone who can a
£180.00 price lag.
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ASTERB
On a flying trip to

England to approve the

Spectrum version of

Ballblazer, David Levlne

of Lucasfilm Games
found time to chat with

ZX about the game
and the future of

'Interactive

Entertainment'.

Actlvl-

n houses Just olf

Maryiebone Rd. When I arrived

there. Rod Cousens ol Electric

Dreams was looking tor an empty
office to hold a meeting In, bul
David Levlne was nowhere to be
seen. It turned out that he'd just

popped out for something to eat.

While I waited I overheard some
Interesting snatches ot telephone
conversations This was Ihursdoy
and the gome had to be approved
by Monday, but Ihere seemed to

be some disagreement over the
graphics, David, as Lucastllm's
representative, has final approval
over the game and apparently

programmers ore very trlendly.

Graeme Devlne, author ol the
Spectrum version at Ballblazer told

"David's a very nice guy.
'"

</. c
point David arrived.

At twenty six, and very soft-

spoken, he doesn't look like a British

programmer, Instead, with his

ponytall and light beard he looks
very West Coast USA.

Born In Chicago, David began
his career while still at college
doing various work courses before
starting out as a professional

' signer ""-'

"/ heard about Lucastllm, went
out there and got a job."

Lucasfllm Games Is now quite a
large organisation it seems

"It storied with tow research stall,

bul has now changed to a produc-
tion arrangement, with a dozen
programmers and other stall

organized on Individual projects."

"George (Lucas) sees- a
huge future in interactive

entertainment."

lucasfllm's move Into computer
games was the result ol George
Lucas' plans lor the future.

'The industry was booming at
the time and George wanted to

get Into Interactive entertainment.
George believes there's a huge
future in interactive entertainment."



'Interactive entertainment' Is o
phrase that David uses frequently
during our conversation, and this

Is where the link with Lucaslllms
becomes Important. As computer
graphics become trequently used
more in dims, and home computers
become more powerful, Lucastllm

becoming almost like Interactive
films. Already In the USA there are
'walk through' arcade games in

which the player, rather than
standing In front of a small video
screen, steps Into a large cubicle
where he or she Is surrounded by
video images, just like being part
ot the action.

"Yes, that's the next generation
ol arcade hardware — an Inter-

active entertainment environment.
But the architecture of home
machines won't support that at the

it. What I'd really like to see— i like Cllve Sinclair
developing a low-cost Interactive

lis interesting to hear that David
sees a difference between "thai

elusive Interactive entertainment
machine ot the future" and most
home computers. He feels that It's

not necessary to produce general
purpose computers that can
balance books, or act as a woid'
processor as well as playing
games, and that it should be
Eosslble to produce a machine
italiy dedicated

'

entertainment.

screen? We have the ability
create realistic images andsounds
with high speed animation but
computer companies aren't giving

i the s_
I'd love everyone to hi

the some machine."
This talk ol differing mochl

brings us neatly to the convers
ot Ballblozer onto the Spectn
How closely is Lucasfiim involved in

the conversion process?
'We ended up doing the Com-

modore version after the con-
tracled-oul conversion tailed. So

LAZER

we were Involved in thai. We
generally develop Atari and Com-
modore versions simultaneously,
but we've had trouble with getting
conversions done properly in the
past so we do it ourselves if we've
got the expertise."

"With the Sinclair version ot
Ballblozer we're Involved to the
extent ot making sure that the
-•ogrammers are c~

'"

Did David leel ft

like fhe Spectrum could ao|ustlce
to the game?

"Whaf makes Ballblozer different
Is that unlike other games it's not
justa simulation. IIS reallya malhe-

modet ol the physics
The graphics on each
might be different but the

underlying principle Is what makes
the game. For an 8-bit machine lis

a very sophisticated mathematical
model, so the graphics have to be
done property to represent speeds
and distances but that's It.

"It's a 'kineastheitc' experience
based on how you teel. Soccer Is

the closest analogy — you don't
know how It teels unless you play
it. so judging Baliblaier by hi

mall etelt.
Its a game olttnesse. subtle refined
control — I hope that a European
audience can appreciate that
perhaps more than In the US."

"Personally, I think that

entertainment is the

highest form of

programming."

Looking to the future, will the link

with Lucasfllm lead to a series ol

titles based on Lucas films?

"There have been some, but
they've been done by others In the
past. As each tllm comes out we'll

evaluate it as the basis lor a tllm
— Labyrinth a
David Bowie a
Henson, creator of the Muppets is

an opportunity to experiment, but
not all films are suitable"

Further In fhe future it seems lhat

more people in fhe states are
starting to think along the lines ot

t film starring

Dovld's Interactive enferlalnr _

machine. He thinks that Cllve
Sinclair's lightweight technology'
Is a good thing, but wishes he

capabilities Again, he says that It's

general purpose computer. But, as
so many people argue, Isn't It a
waste to devote all that high
technology to playing games?

"Personally 1 think lhat enter-
tainment is the highest form of

programming. The ability to enter-

tain people, to make Ihem leel

good, separates the ah of pro-

gramming from II"
- "

applli
- anyone c

ling



LIGHT SCREEN DESIGNER

Concluding Tonl Baker's

series with the second

half of last month's

listing.

Light Screen Designer has been a written a
feature In ZX (or the past two years the progr
and In this Issue we bring you the how to us

lost segment of the program. It you to Its best
have tallowed the series from the
start you will find neii month's
article invaluable. tonl Baker has

nanual to accompany
:m which wltl show you
; Light Screen Designer
advantage

ZX Computing Monthly May 1986
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IM
d Spectrum

' t. but128 is

II Sinclair Is pinning Its hopes of

appeasing the bank manager

machine, what of the QL which
helped get the company Into

deep water In the first place?
Originally aimed to sell In

mat never-never market
separating the honest-to-god
"
"-'ness machine (a computer

h helps you make money)
nv of the less pricey bits of

c wizardry aimed at
home entertainment (computers
which help you spend money),
the QL's promised 'quantum leap'

proverbial lead balloon.
The latest QL ROMs hove

eliminated many (buf sadly not
all) ot the original bugs and
Psion's four freeble software
packages have been improved
to the point ot true excellence
Other heavy-duty QL software

been something of o false dawn.
According to the resident mole
ot Sinclair, Christmas QL sales
were "disappointing" while the
Speclrum-t- swept the field.

Adding Insult to Injury, the
troubled QL now faces some
very stiff competition from
Sinclair's very own 128K
Spectrum. Technically speoking,
there Is huge difference

ordinary folk with a couple of

hundred quid to invest In a new-
generation home micro are
likely to opt for the £20-cheaper.
better known, up-graded
Spectrum* with Its vast res

ol 48K games and the lure

up-coming Hood of 128K
software

So,v, e QL? It

excellent machine at a bargain-
basement price with more and
more reasonably priced, quality
software coming on-stream. But it

still wanders between the bottom

Ql

take blle-slied chunks ol the
small business systems market
which the QL was firsl aimed ol
and once had all to itself. It

would thus take a pretty bold
prophel to Insist thai Sinclair
won't take the plunge and show
us another QL at the next PCW
Show.

Supercharge
Anybody planning to buy Digital
Precision's Supercharge compiler
tor QL Basic should make sure
they're getting the latest version
which gets rid of fall?) the
teelhing bugs In the original [the
version reviewed last Issue was
V1.16). None looked especially
serious but they could be
annoying and it costs a couple
of bob tor the up-date. My
favourite was In the lenslock
security system (a needless
torture worthy of either
damnation or aversion therapy)

COLUMN
available now Includes
Metacomco's C and Pascal
compilers, Mlcrodeal's Flight

Simulator and two accountancy
packages (Cash Trader and
integrated Accounts) which offer

precisely that small business
capability promised In those
early hope-tilled days when the
computer was first launched on
a cynical market.

Despite these advances,
things aren't looking ail that
much better [there Is still a real

shortage of quality games).
Tandata recently cut the cost of
Its QL communications package
by some £60 signalling good
news for the customer but a slow
turnover. Some lime back, the
leading magazine for QL users
went to the wall (though It's lust

been relaunched) suggesting
that even the computer's owners

Towards the end ot last year,

Sinclair slashed the QL's RRP to

£199 (thereby annoying
everybody who paid £399)
giving sales a predictable, and
predictably short-lived, boost.
Ever optimistic peripheral
salesmen regaled visitors (any
who would listen] to the PCW
show with visions of vast new
markets but II all looks to have

end of business and "serious"
computing market where it truh

belongs, and the top end of thi

games arena (where It's largely
wasted) like some modern-day
Flying Dutchman destined to
never quite reach port.

It's an open secret that
Sinclair Is seriously
releasing
take o
of this world. According
of Sinclair's deeper burrowed
moles, the leading scheme a'

the moment is to drop the eve
controversial mlcrodrlves
lolly good try' bin and market

the

QL with an in-built 3,5" disc
drive. The revamped QL [very

possibly with added, on-board
memory) would be packaged
with a colour monitor and would
sell for around £350. There was
talk ot a Spring release but
linancial discretion seems to be
the better part ot marketing
valour for the time being and
the prevailing mood Is one of

new Spectrum goes before
taking a gamble we can't really
afford". From an accountant's
point of view, this makes a great
deal of sense as the company is

still on the verge of Insolvency
but it must be really galling to

watch competitors I""
"

which, when I tried to adjust the
size ol the entry code on the
screen with a silly plastic viewer
in one hand and one eye
closed, kept on looping me
back to square one. Despite the
proliferating superlatives
Supercharge (£59.95] Is a very
nice addition to Superbaslc and
offers machine code speed fo
QL owners without the need to
learn assembly languoge or
high level languages lor other

II there were a prize for the least
visited stand at ZX Microfalrs,

February's would probably hove
gone to Prospero Software. The
company was there to promote
Its newly released QL Fortran-77
compiler. Selling at £99.95, the
Prospero package is the first lull

QL implementation ot Fcrtran-77
but number-crunching was
clearly not an overriding priority
among the visiting fhrongs ot
gome-freaks. Again, this

package has a couple ol
apparent minor teething bugs
but it looks like an excellent
product and one which the QL
noeds if It Is ever to take off In

Ihe serious computing side of
(he micro-market.

Brian Beckett
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software solutions lor business and home applicators.

Gemini hava put together inel r enil re range ol lamous tilles lor

Ihe Specirum and Spectrum Plus in ONE special pack, al a

VEHY SPECIAL price. WhalJiBryou'reacasselleor

appHratton software you're aver likely lo need lor your

Specirum, from home accounfs and database management

10 a complete prolesskwal business accounting system.

Gemini's OFFICE MASTER is hare-put thai computer lo WORK!

• Database * Mailist

• Stock • Cash Book
Control » Home

• Final Accounts Accounts

• Easiledger • Graph Plot

Each pack containsALL 8programs, demonstration

EACHprogram Gemini's previous retail price to'

alt these programs individually was £179.60
Now they re alt together in ONE COMPREHENSIVE
PROGRAM PACK.

OFFICE MASTER
Tape: £15 Microdrive: £17.50

includes P&P and VAT.

\r

jM^ ««•M VttlAfl > >

""WllillilAtA
\ t T—™—ill

Database MW
Use this program lor storing nil types ol

inlormation just the way YOU want lo si

sorting and searching I : .-r s«'-;(.ili< i«

mafhemalical calculations, printer roi

summaries, etc. II you don't have a i

Mailist L
This is a specially designed database lor storing

names and addresses, end printing oul in label

lormai. Special search routines arc included lor

'Searchkay" fad lity is included wii h In is prog ram

and data oniry is simplified by an on screen label

painting system. Jusl typo in those names and

addresses as though ym were i^ing a lypewrile

Cash BookW
Ihi^iijijl and comprehansiYe cash book

accounts system BeslgnBd to REPLACE your

manual ledger entirely. II will lake you from the

'shoeboi' situation ol sheaves ol invoices,

cheque book stubs, petty cash vouchers and

iijii-i. CTir.'-ne-nts eta. tea properly constituted

ACCOUNTS package and produce profit and

loss acoounl and balance sheal ready lor audit

Final Accounts <W*
Using the data file on microdnve or ca

prepared by the cash book program , In.

The Gemini cash book and final accounts system

is now in use by many Ihousands ol businesses

and as a 'classic' professional program has been

translated for a wide variety ol micros Cash-

book and final accounls alone warrant Ihe

purchase of this OFFICE MASTER program pack

Stock Control If

Ona of Gemini's speciality programs, this

sollwara will take Ihe drudgery out ol keeping

slock records. Enter details ol pan number.

desenptia n. uni t quantity, co si pneo. selling price,

int^lng slock up lo level specrli ed
,
gross marg in

.

indersfocked items, etc. Full browsing lacilifies

o make inventory management a pleasure!

creation ol any type ol financial ledger system

Its usefulness lies m its ability lo produce

accouni balances inslanlly lor Debtors and

crediters together with an audit trail ol all entered

Graph Plot PiWiiu
AT lasl. superb graphs, bar charts and pie charts

on your Spectrum I WHh a complcle data entry

section and tho ability to load and save files, this

is really one ol Ihe lun programs lo use.

Represent numbers and data in clear diagrams

printer w accompany reports, budgets, etc

Very highly recommended (or Ihe offica. home

and school
.
Also includes capability lo provide

al function plotting.

Home Accounts
Designed as a complete financial and budgeting

package lorhome aflai i s ,
this program allows the

... ..- . ...\... .!.
: ...:: :. , ,

...... ;..:.. :,-,.:

mi:;(]!-,!! iripnnditurecaieganes

Sole distributors to the trade:C£nti"G50Tt Ltd.
Tel. 021-359-3020

Mail

Order to;

Gemini

24 HOUR CREDIT CARD HI

z Ell
_ IBra E3i
I
- (0395) 265165 14 lines)
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Not much has been

released for the QL of

late, but what there Is

seems to be getting

better. . .

appeared on the QL scene
lately, and it looks as II the
software these companies ate
producing is at last making
good use ol the machine, rather
than simply churning out
conversions of old arcade
games.

A1 the lost Mlcrofalr a
company called Datallnk
(Wales) hod a stand where they
were selling copies of a game
called 30 Slime. You could
describe this as a version ol
Pa c man, but with a difference
As the title Implies, it's all In 3D.

You control a vicious lump of
slime that makes Its way through
a number of screens situated
Inside a pyramid. Each ot these
locations Is represented In

excellent 3D graphics looking a
bit like the arcade game Crystal
Gostle, with doorways, ramps
and plllofs to manoeuvre across,
and the movement of your little

slime creature Is very well
animated as he shlurps his way
around the rooms. Because of Its

similarity to Pacman this can't
really be called an original
game, but the implementation is

very novel and at long last gives
the QL an arcade gome that
doesn't look like a ZX81 left-over.

At £12.95 this is possibly the best
arcade game currently
available.
On a recent visit to the ZX

oftlces Hamlsh from Datallnk also
showed us a not quite finished
copy of Ol Pencil, their next QL
program, a graphics utility

based on the Macintosh's system
ot graphics. For some reason the
only software that the QL Isn't

short of Is graphics packages,
but this looked like it would be a
welcome addition to what Is

already available. Icon driven, It

looks like It could compete with
Sinclair's own QL Paint but will

probably be a bit easier to use
and cheaper too Hopefully we'll

be able to give it a full review
next month.

QL Wobblevision

French software house Pyramlde
ore about to release some ot
their QL programs onto the UK
mar kef, the first being somefhlng
of a novelty. Wanderer, as it's

called, comes complete with
cardboard glasses just like the
ones you get if you've ever been
to a see a 3D film. The plot is a
bit odd, the main task being to

Q£

CO

It seems that there's a game
of Interstellar poker being
played by oil the planets in the
galaxy and the main units ol
currency In this game ore cats,
which is why thousands of cats
have gone missing from all over
fhe galaxy, catnapped by the
ruler ol the universe. The Sphinx.

Wanderer Is similar In many
ways to Elite — there ore the
same space combat and
navigation sequences, but the

trading elements have been
replaced by the poker game In
which you have a chance ol
gaining access to the Sphinx's
ship But of course a lot depends
on what you think of the 3D
effect. Personally I found that this

worked well in the outer space
sequences and helped to

ZX Computing Monthly May 1986



im
create o suitably spacy'
atmosphere, but that It didn't

really add much to the poker
section o' the game, since this is

less interesting graphically
regardless ol whether it's In 3D 01

not. Still. Wanderer is

undoubtedly one of the best
games yet released for the QL.
though I can't help thinking that

£19.95 is a bit steep even for 3D
graphics

OL Scrabble

Psion produced a
version ol Scrabble lor the
Spectrum a couple of years ago.
and now Leisure Genius have
produced one for the QL. The

though
allowed

the programmers K
around 20.000 words into Ihe QL.

couple of l€

hard to keep up with, but on
higher levels its ability to create
words like oojlmafllp with

ing to me.
lly. Ihe layout ol the

racks Is clear
nd quite colourful and the

~~ hich allows you to

e computer 'thinking', as
it different words on the
fascinating to watch.

Personally I'd rather play
Scrabble lying on the floor with

Very much like a Government
Heolth Warning on a cigarette
packet, Ihe manual to this piece
3f software declares 'QL Flight is

lot a game, and has not b

—

written to be a game'l And
to that promise. OL Flight is

attempf to being as mu _L

realism to actual flight
' e by the QL.

For £19.95. the purchaser v
obtain the sollwaee on

"

mlcrodrive cartridge ai

page manual It can easily be
believed thai bolh the software
and manual weie written by an
aeronautical expert. Like many
experts, the author of this

manual has not fully

appreciated whal Is simple to

him might be very confusing lor

ihe complete beginne- "—
a short step-by-slep se

.

towards the back of ihe
which lakes the beginne
through a simple flight. Bui it

takes many hours ol practise |usl

to achieve Ihis; and lhat's be1or<
anything moderately complex i:

attempted.
Within the limits ol Ihe QL's

graphics capabilities, 'OL Flight'

from Mlciodeal does produce— good effects. All scenes
le drawings, and there is

flicker between frames,
but, with some Imagination, the
scenes presented, and Ihe
operation of the airctafl ate
quite believobie, Feom taxiing to

take-off. then controlled (light,

landing and re-fuelllng.

everything Is realistic.

There Is also a choice ol

'worlds' (countries would be
more accurate) and weather
conditions. The complex
operation ol the aircraft requires
almost hall ol the keys on the
keyboard to have some specific
operation, all of which have tc

successful (light.

aircraft, several hours with this

simulator will give you some
appreciation ol whal It Is really

ZX Computing Monthly • May 1986
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The QL's sound generator Is

capable of a surprising range of
sounds, although the generation
ol a given tone never seems
particularly eosv. This Is no!
helped by the BEEP command's
rather complicated formal
which may require up to eight
parameters. The routine given

SuperBasic loader splits the
Issuing ot such commands Into

separate keywords making
experimentation much easier.

The routine begins by linking
nine new keywords into
SuperBasIc These keywords ore
largely self-explonotory but a
little guidance Is useful. A
Kurometer block Is set up which
olds the bits that will be sent la

the Intelligent Peripheral
Controller [the QL has two
processors and this Is the one
that looks after sound); il is this

porameter block which the new
commands will alter. The block
Is set up with default values
(which con be altered, ot
" >urse). The parameters In this

OUND ADV ISE
a BEEP
r, and not all of every

byte Is sent to the IP<

i doubt about the function o
ge of a parameter,
lember fhai they are similar
heir BEEP counterparts and
i can check Ihem In the

Fed up with the QL's

BEEP? Chris Baxter can

provide you with nine

new commands for

handling sounds.

routine to felch one integer
parameter. This porameter has 1o
have its two bytes reversed, as a
word Is stored as a Most
Significant then a Least
Significant byte and when
moving through Ihe parameter
table the IPC will require bits In

ascending order. This word Is

then stored at the appropriate
place in the parameter table
The final command SOUND
smply uses a TRAP ti 1 Instruction

parameter table to Ihe IPC to
make the sound. The one that is

added to Ihe pilch specifiers
PITCH_1 and PITCH 2 Is simply
to moke the pilch given by that

parameter the same os would
be given by Ihe BEEP command
:• v.MLi.ngiy. ihe subrouline
CHECK stores ils relurn address
at RBUFF as If there Is an error
and as it has lo return to Basic
early Ihe correct address would
not have been ol Ihe bottom of

Ihe slack to make o good return.

[A branch to a subroutine stores
Ils relurn address on the A7 slack
loo.) Don'1 forget that to kill a
sound you just Issue Ihe BEEP

block are not in Ihe same order command with no parameters.

P_STEP which gives Ihe change
In pitch for each slep between

PITCH 1 will set the b sic pilch

PITCH 2 will set Ihe second
pitch that the note cor RAND sets the random element
to from the first pilch. in ihe sound making.
TIME will set Ihe duration of the
sound. sound produced.

SOUND actuolly initiates Ihe
Interval between steps
which can be set by; the parameter block.

s
£
<
O
O
a.
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i^"" Ithout doubt, one of the main

attractions ot SuperBASIC Is the
utility which allows programmers
to create their own commands
and lunctlons. This is not to sav
that there aren't enough In ROM
already, but through
PROCEDURES and FUNCTIONS the
programmer can create
specialist commands which can
be used in one program, or
several.

Although It Is fundamental to

the language ol BASIC there Is

often some confusion about the
difference between commands
and functions So, in case you're
nof sure, let's clear this up before
we go any further. A tunctlon is

easier to define; It takes one or

more variables (numbers or

strings) and converts them into a
single output, which Is also a
number or string. A command is

far more flexible. It may (or may
not) have one or more 'inputs',

which can be numeric and/or

result of o command cannot be
a single variable [otherwise It

Just about anything else;

something happening on the
screen, printer, mlcrodrive. or to

variables, etc SuperBASIC uses
the DEFine PROCedure and
DEFine FUNCtion commands to

create new commands and

look at the listing in fig.1. The
program defines a single

is the tl

Ine 20 you'll

s table
required.
LOCAL commana. mis is useo to

define variables which are used
by the procedure TIMES', and
which cannot be used by any
other part of the program. TIMES
has only one defined local
numeric variable: 'i'. The
variable Y is also local, but
must not be defined as local; It

is local by Implication, as it

appears in the defined name.
It is the facility to hove local

voriables which give procedures
and functions a distinct

advantage over subroutines. In

the same way that, for example.

PRINT routine works In ROM to

make use of that routine In

BASIC you don't hove to know
how a well written procedure or
function works All you should
need to know is the input values
required, and the expected
result; the same applies to all

SuperBASIC commands and

To get (he 'TIMES' command
nd 'FREE. .MEMORY' function to

work, simply enter the listing in

tlg.1. First try fhe direct
command RUN. You'll find that
nothing happens: defined
commands and functions
cannot be RUN in the same way
as normal BASIC program lines.

Now type in as a direct
command TIMES 3; you should
get the three times table printed.

While these program lines

of any defined area. In Ihe
FOR..END FOR loop, the TIMES
command Is executed five times.

Note that In this program, the
variable 'I' is passed to the
command TIMES. For its own use.

this variable V Is converted by
Ihe TIMES procedure to the local
variable Y. The TIMES procedure
has Its own local 'I' variable; this

is quite separate from the T
variable in lines 1000 to 1030.

This Is an Important principle of

local variables: a variable of

exactly tr

il too
exist as a local variable in other
defined procedures and
functions, or be a variable In the
main body of a program, Yet

again, this highlights the
Independent nature of a
defined procedure or function.

So far we haven't used the
new function FREE._MEMORY. This

works by PEEKIng the values of

two system variables, and
subtracting these values, to
obtain the amount ol used RAM.
While It has no values passed lo

It, this tunction has only one
output; the value of the
subtraction. Therefore, It obeys
Ihe earlier definition of a
function. The output of the
function is returned by simply
using the RETurn command in

the definition. Try the direct
command: PRINT
FREE MEMORY.

This should display o
ithea it of uni

Part 2: Procedures and Functions.

SuperE
d called TIMES', and a

n colled 'FREE_MEMORY'.
Note their structures; DEFine
PROCedure and DEFine
FUNCtion mark the stort of both
ot them, and END DEFine
signifies the end of their

definitions.

The Times

The TIMES command prints Ihe
times table of any number
given. The V In the bracket alte

'TIMES' signifies that the
procedur

memory, the TIMES command
works in the same way as any

as a direct command (as just

described], or use II In a
program. Add the lollowlng few
lines, then RUN Ihe program:

1000 FOR 1=1 TO 5
1010 TIMES i

1020 a$= INKEYS (-1)
1030 END FOR I

First of all. the RUN command
ignores the defined procedure

RAM. Use a little memory with
the RESPR function (e.g. as a
direct command b= RESPR
(1000n, and then type In PRINT
FREE_MEMORY again, just lo

3lly«

Btob d to

d goes straight

show that It

GoSubs

So now you have the basic
principles ol defined procedures
nd functions. You should also
appreciate the distinct

advantage that defined

subroutines: they can be used in

exactly the same way as Inbuilt
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commands, and nave the some
degree of Independence.

Another comparison with
subroutines that Is worlh testing
Is where the definitions should
go in a program, for the vast
majority of microcomputers
using BASIC, when you use a
GOTO or GOSua the routine in

ROM has lo search from the
beginning of the program unlil it

linds the appropriate line to

GOTO or GOSltB. In practise this

means Ihat If you put all your
subroutines at Ihe end of a
program, It will run more slowly
Irian putting Ihem all at the
beginning. The QL is no
exception to this rule. But does
Ihe same apply to defined
commands?

Vou can test this (or yourself
with the program in fig. 2. The
program Is an automatic line

generator. SuperB IC programs

ASCII tile. Therefore, il you create
a (Me with the correct format,
you can LOAD and RUN it as a
SuperBASIC program. The
program In lig.2 does just that. It

allows you to create program

will MM QAM with program lines

(simple REPeat loops), placing a
defined procedure either at the

the defined procedi

<VSIC

program, the time taken tor the
program to be completed will

start to differ significantly
depending on whether the
definition appears ol the
beginning or end of the
program,

To try this, type in the program
lines In flg.2. then SAVE the
program on a blank, formatted
cartridge In drive 2. RUN the
program. You get two questions;
Ihe number of loops and
whether to place the procedure
I the beginning or end of Ihe
program (press r. for first, or 'e'

for end). With these selections

made, a program is crealed on
microdrive 2. The name of the
program depends on the
selections made. For 10 loops,
with the procedure first, Ihe
name is 'prog_M0_bas: for 100
loops, with the procedure last,

the name is 'prog_e100_bas'.
Run the program generator
several times, selecting loops of

between 10 and 250, In each
case putting the procedure at
the beginning and at the end.

Before going on lo try the
generated programs, there is

one final principle of defined
procedures which is exemplified
by the program generator. Note
that the string variable aS is

used by Ihe procedure create'
without being passed to it. aS Is

not local to any procedure; its

called a global variable, and
may be used, or modified, by
any procedure or funclion. Any
variable noi defined as local (or

implicit as local by being part
of the defined name) is assumed

to be global by a defined
procedure or function.

Now, onto the created
programs. These may be loaded
and run in the usual way (e.g.

Irun mdv2_prog_f10_bas). The
first action o! the program is to

Ihls frame counter increments 50
limes each second, il con be
used to determine the running
time of the program; Ihe final

action of the program is to PEEK
the frame counter, and print its

volue, divided by 50, to give you
the running time In seconds. In

between, the program goes
through the preset number of

delaying procedure called
CALC

conclusion about the effect of

procedure position (results next
monlh). But one Interesting

finding should be Ihe effect ot

program length on running time.

It you divide the total time by

O
z
s
s
<
(9

O
tt
o.
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Ihe number ol loops, then vou'll

gel Ihe overage lime per loop.

You'll nole thai, as the program
lenglh Increases, the overage
lime per loop gets longer. As
each loop Is exactly the same,
the conclusion must be that

SuperBASIC gels slower as the
program length Increases. The
OL is not unique In this respect,
but It was one ot the pre-launch
promises that this slowing down
with program length would not
happen; another broken
promisel

Earlier, I pointed out that one
ol the strong features ot defined
commands was Ihe possibility of

transferring new commands from
one program to another. The
listing in lig.3 should bear that

out. This listing contains almost
all ol the procedures necessary
tor a typing tutor program
developed by the author. All the
procedures are listed in flg.4: this

gives the procedure name the
input variables, and Ihe effect of

each procedure. There are three
global variables; Integer arrays
a% and a%, and a name string

array, zS. Apart Irom that, all

variables are local. To complete
the typing tutor program, you

own. Remember, you can treat

all Ihe new commands as
SuperBASIC commands, so once
you ore familiar with what they
da there should be nothing to

prevent you writing a custom
made typing tutor.

Typing tutor

The first procedure In the
keyboard program [line 10 to 50]

is simply called 'sa'. Its purpose
is quite simple; by typing in 'sa'

current version ot the program is

really long program, such as the
keyboard program, it will take
some time to type Into your OL.
The last thing you would want to

happen is to get close to the
end. and have a power surge,
crash your computer and wipe
out hours of work. As a golden
rule, always save the program
you ore working on every ten lo

lifteen minutes, or risk losing It

all! The 'sa' routine encourages
that; rather than type: DELETE
mdv1_keyboord: SAVE
mdv1_keyboard as a direct
command every time you save
the latest version, you lust type it

once as a procedure, then type
sa' to achieve Ihe same thing.

Fig.4 lists all the procedures in

Ihe keyboard routine, what they
do and the variables passed lo

them. The Important procedures
lor your own programs, are 'Init',

which sets the whole Ihlng up,
'which key', which changes Ihe
colour ol a key fo/ a desired

ZX Computing Monthly May 1986
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rime, and 'key_colour' which
changes a kev colour (coded by
(he array a%) to o selected Ink

and paper combination.
To allow you to try out the

program, there is a 'test'

procedure which responds to

your keypress and highlights

thai key on the screen. Once
you have typed all o! the listing

; Into your QL and saved it.

s direct commands 'Inlt'

isY. There Is a short delay
It (as II- (II led],

e Imagethen you si

ot the QL keyboard o
screen. Try typing in a rew leners,

and watch the screen respond
by 'highlighting' the keys you
pressed. The routine doesn't yet

work lor CAPS LOCK. CTRL, ALT,

nd SHIFT (by iiself] - you'll hove
to wail for next month's ZXC for

lhal! But, it you can't wait, then
why not try writing your own
procedures, and linking routines

to produce your very own typing

David Nowotnik

2
o
o
a
a.
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Evesham Micros

ONLY £39.95 Inc. P«P

: MICROFAIR 10th May 1986

\t Ihe Horticultural Hall, (,n>fiijil Strcfl/Klverton Street,

London SWI, Wam-6pm

Admission: £1.75 (Adults) £1.25 (Kids under 14 years)

SPECTRUM REPAIRS
A Better Deal from Micro-World

REPLACEMENT OF MIC, EARS POWEH SOCKET 7.95
POWER SUPPLIES (Speclrum/Plu5/ZX81) 10.95 |
KEYBOARD- REPLACEMENT
(Mat, Membrane & Plate) 12.95 E

ALL OTHER FAULTS 1

KEYBOARD AND REPAIR J
SAGA EMPEROR ONE inc. titling 3
SAGA EMPEROR ONE AND REPAIR 5
16-48K UPGRADE (12 monlUs Warranty) 2
ZX81 - REPAIRS 1

ZX - INTERFACE I
- REPAIR 1

ZX - MICRODRIVE- REPAIR 1

• Prices lully inclusive ol VAT 8 Relum PSP

• Sena SPECTRUM ONLY suitably packei
laull, your name & address, cheque or p

7TW!



POND:
Mark Fendrick

investigates the low

profile 'launch' of

the QL.

As usual, when II comes to

Sinclair lechnologv. the United
Stales is for behind the United
Kingdom. The wall Is over,

however, lor the QL. Available
lirsl from American Express,

towards Ihe end of 1985 it is now
available from Sinclair Research
Lid.. U.S.A.. and Irom a lew
Sinclair dealers In this country.

Unfortunately, the Sinclair

name does not carry the respect
here that it does In Ihe U.K. In

fact, the mention of Sinclair

computers brings to mind the
TlmexISincloIr 1000 (ZX-81) which
fo the uninformed was nothing
but a cheap toy. Hopefully, the
QL will bring Sinclair back to the
prominence it deserves.

But Sinclair faces quite an
uphill battle to overcome Ihe
years of bad reputation that
Tlmex created. However, at Ihe
moment Sinclair Research Ltd..

USA.. Is not doing any
advertising at all. The majority Of

not oil) of the purchasers ol the
first QLs in North America are
current Sinclair owners — having
previously purchased anything
Irom the original Zlnclair ZX-BOs.

ZX-81s and Spectrums or
TimexISinclair 1000s. 1500s. or

2068s.
In other words, If you weren't

already a Sinclair afficlonado.
you probably aren't yet a
potential QL purchaser. This

situation has not been helped
by the fact that Sinclair is just

getting over Its financial
problems and the silence over
Ihe QL's capabilities. In fact, at

the moment, only a single
national publication contains
any advertising mentioning the
QL at all. These ads ore tor three
ol Ihe dealers who are selling

and supporting the Sinclair line

In general, and the QL In

particular. (The maga7lne Is the

only American magazine which
acknowledges the existence of
Sinclair with a regular monthly

in.) Under these

computer expect to survive?

As tor the computer Itself. It is

everything we hove expected.
Wllh all the excitement about
68000 based computers, the
Sinclair QL fits right into Ihe
picture. Originally announced at

a price of S499.00. when Sinclair

announced Its British price cut,

the American model was
reduced to Its current price of

S299.00.
When you realise that for that

price you get the computer with
128K, two microdrlves, four blank
cartridges, a spreadsheet, a
wordprocessor (on which this

column Is being written), a
database and a graphics
program, the QL can more than
compete with any ot the new
computers on the market. (Psion

Is selling the same suite of

programs In MS-DOS format tor

3699.00 - which does not even
Include the computer.)

So what is the state ol the QL
market In the United States?

Other than the lack ol

advertising and general public
awareness It Is somewhat similar

to the early days of the QL's

release in the U.K. When the
computer first became
available, the only software
available was the set which
comes with Ihe QL. For some
reason, Sinclair is unable to call

them by their given names, so In

the US. Abacus is just called
Spreadsheet, Archive Is called
Database. Easel Is known as
Business Graphics, and Quill is

Word Processor. Not very
exciting, but still the same fine

software — version 2.1.

The ROM version is JSU. which
causes some incompatibility
with available software such as
QSPELL. However, unlike in the
U.K., only a single ROM Is

avalloble here, so that software
which is now being developed
lor the QL in the U.S. will only

have to be compatible wllh a
single ROM version.

The amount of software
available at the moment is not
overwhelming, but as programs
are checked for compatibility,
the American QL dealers are
making them available However,
the QL Is targeted as a business
computer, and the software
which was developed for the
British market doesn't meet the
needs ol the American business.
This Is being addressed by U.S.

programmers such as myself
who are now developing U.S.

speclllc packages. It will

probably be late In 1986 until

these programs reach Ihe

QL on ICE

One ol the currently popular
imports is Icon Controlled
Environment (ICE.) Irom Eldersoft.

For those of you unfamiliar with
this system. If Is a system which
makes cataloging, copying and
backlng-up files simpler than by
using the SuperBASIC commands
(such as dlr. copy and delete).

However, that Is not what makes
this product so popular — It Is

the ICE. screen which Is Its main
feature. Instead of a blank
screen upon pressing Ft I.CE.

shows a screen with a number ol

Icons, or pictures — a calculator,
calendar, mlcrodrlve cartridge,
floppy disc, ram disk, frashcan
and ESC The time is displayed
on the lop and a menu along
the bottom.

the cursor keys, a joystick, or

[soon) a mouse. By placing the
arrow over the picture of one of

the storage devices you have In

operation, and pressing the
joystick button (or space bar)
twice in succession, you get o
graphic directory of Ihe tiles on
any media In that device, (to

catalogue a cartridge In

mlcrodrlve 1, SuperBASIC
requires that you type — dir
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mdvl.)
Each Ills Is represented by

graphic and Ihe name ol Ihe
Ilia The type ol Hie determine
Ihe type ol Icon shown. An
Archive tile Is represented by
filing cabinet. Easel tiles by a
small graph, Abacus files sha
an abacus, and Quill tiles are
displayed as a dog-eared sh<
of paper. A SuperBASIC file

shows up as a mlcrodrive
carlridge bearing (he inscrlptii

SB while executable files

Any other type ol files are
represented by a standard tile

A backup cartridge can be
created In one simpTe step by
selecting the BACKUP option on
Ihe menu. In SuperBASIC, each
file would need a statement to

copy from one cartridge to
another. (Assuming you are
copying from mlcrodrive 1 to
mlcrodrive 2, each (lie would
need a statement such as: COPV
MDV1 fllenmane TO MDV2_
filename.) A cartridge with many
(lies can be quite a prolectl ICE.
will even enable you to copy
(lies from and to the same
device. It you have to updote a
particular file which already
exists on a backup cartridge,
you first have to delete It [by
substituting DELETE tor COPY In
the previous example, and then
reCOPV it). With ICE., this Is done
in one quick procedure. To
completely delete a tile, you |ust

have to "place It in the Irashbin'!
Many other tile handling and
viewing options are simplified
using ICE. A bonus of using ICE.
is that each file Is created with
the dale and time included so
that when you use the INFO
menu option, you know when
Ihe last update was made.

By selecting the calculator, a
calculator appears on the

needed, and the calendar
page opens a window with a
calendar. This calendar starts

with Ihe present month, and you
can move bock and forth os
required. II you use either ot

these features whlie a directory

when you remove them.
ICE. is supplied on a ROM

cartridge which firs into (he slot

on the back ot the QL, so It Is

always available, using virtually

no RAM (a so-colled Front end
program). A microdrive corlridge
Is also Included (although many
dealers are now selling each
component Individually),
containing CHOice. CKOIce
contains mollmerge, multitasking
and ramdisk capabilities. To fully

make use ol the multitasking
and ramdisk lealures, you
should, however, have more than
the 128K that comes with the QL.
The ramdisk ability Is especially
useful when using a program,
such as Quill, which swaps
information back and forth tiom

storage particularly when Ihe
file gels so large thai Quill sets

up a temporary lile [det_tmp).
When selling up and directing
data to a section of RAM. this

makes the transfer ot data
almost Instantaneous. Keep in

mind, however, that this

information will be lost unless It

is ultimately copied to a
permanent storage medium.
ICE. makes this procedure a

A major drawback ot ICE..
ir, Is of concern to those
e F2 because Ihey are
s TV or their monitor

n the F1 setting.

Using F2 causes the menu
portion ol Ihe screen nol to show
up For all practical purposes
this makes ICE. unsuitable for

those who cannot use F1,

The most ambitious QL dealer
at the moment Is Curry
Computer (Post Office Box 5706;
Glendale, AZ 85312-5607; U.S.A.;

(602) 978-2902: telex (via WUI):

6501267701), who has a targe
catalogue lor the QL which Is

expanding with each passing

It has been a while since I let

you In on the "secret" ol getting
In touch with me — and I do so
love to hear from all of you on
both sides of Ihe Atlantic

Address correspondence to:

Mark L. Fendrick. Post Office Box
2392. Secoucus, NJ 070940992,
U.S.A.

ARE YOU A BUDDING
PROGRAMMER?
^.X is always looking for top _Z i-LL lL .faff. a*

!

quality games and utilities for w P* .H,
publication. If you have a lop ( -_* __ ,mW
notch game or a useful utility for |H| MMJC--.

^.X is always looking for top
quality games and utilities for

publication. If you have a lop
notch game or a useful utility for

the Spectrum or QL why not
send it to us for appraisal on
cassette or microdrive complete
with a listing if possible

There is also our new feature
Short Cuts to showcase your
practical, novel or imaginative
short routines with cash prizes for

published listings. For longer
programs we pay competitive
rates, and if you have an idea
for an article or series for ZX —
drop us a line or phone Bryan or
Cliff on 01-437 0626 to talk it over.
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If you're tired of '

crashing code, here's a

routine that allows you

to check the effects of

your m/c programs

before you run them.

familiar with] (he routine: enter
code. . .save code. . .test. .

.

CRASH!. . .unplug. . .plug
In . . . reload . . . print addresses

lest.
.
.CRASH!!., .[expletive

deleted) and so on.
This program saves all the

frustration and a great deal of

lime bv tracing your machine
code routines slep by step
showing the contents ol the
registers before and after eoch
Instruction and printing the
contents of any address. The
registers can be preset to any
desired value as con the slock
pointer. A separate stack from
that used by 'he Basic system is

set up which avoids problems of

stack balancing and makes It

very easy to check thai your
routine does balance the slack.
The address of fhe inslructlon to

be executed can. of course, be
changed and a facility is

included to puf an address on
the stack or to change the
address to the last entry on the
slack. The alternate regisler set Is

not printed, but Is preserved and

rest of the code Is quite
straightforward and should
present no difficulty.

The Basic program sels up
initial values for fhe regisfers and
stack poinler and prlnfs Ihese
values. If also keeps track ol fhe
address of fhe nexl instruction

ond copies the appropriate
number ot bytes fo addresses
6D88-6D8B. The construction ot

fhe program is outlined In Table
1, funcfions are listed In Table 2
and variables In Table 3.

Entering the program

Vou should first enter the Basic
program and after checking the
listing for errors save it wllh the
command SAVE "mctp" LINE 1.

The machine code routine
(Listing 2) can Ihen be entered.
Carefully check your loaded
code (which shouldn't take too
long since fhe roufine is so short)

and save II Immediately after

the Basic program when
prompted.

In use

MAni llN

E3
GE

5

Unfortunately, owing to the
screen usage of fhe program
and (If Ihey are used) fhe
complexity of fhe ROM routines,

screen printing routines will

produce little or no visible

results. However, the slate of all

registers and all stores is known
at all stages so that in practice
there is no real difficulty In

testing such routines.

The heart of fhe program is

the machine code routine at
address 6D5E (decimal 27998)
which Is accessed via line 710.

As the alternate register pair H'L'

is used by the USR routine,

provision has been made to
preserve and restore its contents
by the routines al addresses
6D7MD83 and 6D90-6D97 The

I the program.
The machine code routine Is

loaded if necessary and the
program stops with the question
"Dr. you wo'^l inT.-'uclioniV You
are then asked If you wish to
load a named machine code
routine: this will normally be fhe
routine you want to test and it

should be saved on tape so that
the command LOAD "name"
CODE will load it to the correct
locafion. The location of your
code must be above 6DA4
(decimal 28068).

Apart from the name ot a
roullne fo be loaded and one
other option which we will con-
to shortly, all Input to the
program is either a number or
single letter, "y" or "n". All



IE

digits long a
[eg 4 can be Input as "4"

34" or 04h" or "0004h"). L

r a reply lo o question, n
either upper or lower east

such as "0401" (i.e. "h" missing
from a hex number) will produce
the report "440.1

: Nonsense In

Basic" or a similar error halt. II

this happens then restart the
program by typing "GO TO 600".

The program now needs to be
told the address that it starts

all registers; a location in an
unused part of RAM must be

The program then enters the

is printed in both decimal and
hexadecimal and the cor

'

ot this and the next three
locations ore displayed In hex
code. Vou now enter the number

o get tc

Number from 1 to 4:

ot bytes specified is

id the slate ot the

displayed.

Zero entered:
The program asks "Skip/go to?".

Entering to 4 causes the
current address tc

by the number Entering
number higher than foui

changes the current adi
the n

the si

insrrucnon is CALL], entering "s"

changes the current address lo
the last entry on the stack and
Increments the slack pointer (use
Ih s (acilily if thfi -.nslruclion is

RET], All these options are
followed by the opportunity to

change the contents of the
registers and stack pointer. A

entered and this will stop Ihe
program.

The current address is changed
and you can put o number on
the stack. The register contents
can be changed.
The program stops if you try to

enter any number less than zero.

All the above options (except
those which stop the program)
a;e followed by the question
"Print locations?" Entering "y"

produces the response "Start

at?" followed by "How many(End
at?" and the appropriate

and hex [if the second number
is greater than the first then the
program assumes It to be an
end location]. Alter printing, the
program returns to the question
"Prlnl locations?" and further

locations can be printed.
Entering anything other than "y"

takes the program b '
'

If you
progra
at IP

<o stopped If

with
data then ul
d GO TO 600. RUNning

Ihe program will require you to
[i- mtialise the registers and
slack pointer however any data
above location 6D5D (37997] will

be unaffected and Ihe lest in

line 5 will avoid the necessity ol
reloading Ihe program's

V
::

.; &&tfrMr33 VSSNRtttflS Xt™'""*—-
!_Q (•tier ^s016 SD 7 Oh
in struct ion: ED 73
Be f o r a i

1 Gil

[_

IY ae

i 01 F OS 26 1

183 7E e ee

=-P SO O i. '. i. i en =13

but should change Ihe n
oddress lo the appropria
volue. and lor CALL instru

put the return address (usually
current address + 3) on the
stack. If you have done this lor a
CALL Ihen Ihe corresponding RET
is lollowed by executing zero
bytes and entering "s" in

response to the Skiplgo to'

question.
This

because e ruling a

im counter outside
dI Ihe test control ro

o guorantee thai cr

er be properly
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Ray Elder with more

advice for the ZX81

user on building

machine code routines.

I osl monfh we create
program to create a g
to hold our collection <

hope VOU will help me
develop

the built In SCROLL (unction will

almost certainly destroy Ihls

pattern due to II dotting end of
line codes all over the place

In general use Ihe CPU
manages to make sense ot all

this and cope, but it we are
PEEKing and especially POKEing
then a system crash is very likely.

Why? Because It the end of

line code Is overwritten then the
CPE does get contused and
pulling the plug Is usually the
only way out. The end ol line

116, the same as the NEWLINE

This issue I have given a

o h

appear I

v II is laid oul and tot

presuming that 16K is

3d, 1K users-hard luckl

ine consist ol 32
PLUS a special

e Ihe efficiency w
only using 1K, and In lacl us

Irom llm
The ZX81 has a special area

ol RAM memory which it looks a
50 limes second and transfers

lo Ihe TV screen, Ihls Is called
Ihe display tile and it has one
disadvantage and one
advantage when compared to

ihe Spectrum [ignoring colour
and hires that Is),

The disadvantage Is thai II

moves around in memory whilst

the Spectrum's always stays

where it is, and the advantage I

that you can POKE characters
directly to It Irom BASIC or
machine code which you can't
on the Speclrum.

To find out where Ihe display
(lie memory Is at any particular
lime Sir Clive supplied us wllh

lis start address MINUS one
These are addresses 16396 and
16397 and a simple program to

use Ihls might be as follows;

10 LET A=1 + PEEK 16396+256xPEEK
16397
20 POKE A.128

i the top left corner ol

i. 128 being Ihe code
jrse space!

yuu uoiiris, inuKiny iurtf oi

course lhat Ihey do not overlap. I

give Ihe length for each with the

Those who created our glanl
REM last month can simply RUN
the loader program given, enter

the address and type in the HEX
CODES which follow Ihe

LET XS=" lines, suggested
addresses are given and lor

those who missed lasl monlh's
article (shame on you) type in

the program as written ADDING

program
rest program A may p
later on.

PROGRAM A

This Is a program designed lo

extend a REM. To use II type In a
line 2 REM . . . followed by as
many dols as you require lo ad
to your existing line 1 REM. Then

aw
RAND USR star) .address (1651-1?).

II you forget to add the 2 REM
then your next line which may
be a program line will be
added to your REM and could
cause a little C"-'-'

PROGRAM B

A little tun routine which simply
turns everything on the screen to

its inverse. Useful tor effects or

creating a black screen very

quickly, Iry using in a loop such

10 FOR 1=1 TO 50
20 RAND USR slarl address
(16550?)
30 NEXT I

This works by peeking at each
screen position in Ihe display
tile in turn, adding 128 to II and
poking it back onto Ihe display
tile, ignoring end of line markers

P A G IE Hi
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Ray Elder Introduces a

new regular feature

which will showcase

short routines by

readers.

ZX will pay £10 lor

each short routine

published and £15 for

the Routine of the

Month.

We are looking for

routines that are

useful, imaginative or

bizarre and our

emphasis In Judging

them will be on

efficiency and

originality in the

programming of the

Spectrum or GL.

A,B,C,D ^^"space Dicel + 2

Four
Dice 4 + 1 F + G

techniques Involved in efficient

programming I shall

concenfrote on the creation
nd printing ol dice which can
be used in many traditional

games such as Snakes and
ladders. Monopoly and Yahlsee

The llrsi and simplest way is

to create six graphic characters
lor each ol the dice numbered
1 to 6, but personally 1 tlnd the

51-IGI?

There are several tvpes ol

programming techniques, each
with its own devotees and merits
Professional programmers tend
to extol the virtues of

"structured" programming and
scream with rage at Ihe use of

a GOTO. The opposite of this is

the "sit af the computer and see
what develops" technique which
tends to produce the infamous
"spaghetti" program.

Somewhere between the two
comes a type of programming
which I indulge In. It Is not
strictly structured and tends lo

take advantage of Sinclair's

BASIC peculiarities, I try to use
memory efficiently, no doubt a
throwback to my ZX81 IK days,
and often, though not always,
Ihe program tends to perform

combine the ONE and TWO dice
to produce the THREE dicel The
FOUR dice Is simply tour of the
spot characters created tor the
two dice and the FIVE dice
again uses the OVER command
fo combine the FOUR and ONE
dice graphics.

Finally the SIX need two
UDGs, one tor the top dnd one
for the bottom of each half of

the dice (I'Vg'l.

Setting Up The
Graphics

Simple, lust set up a DATA line

and read off all 56 values [7

chars of 8 lines). I created an
Inverted dice because setting
the unspotted lines lo took less

memory and typing than setting

them fo 255. And there* an
awful lot of 0's

So why not set all the first

seven UDGs to blanks and then
selectively "spot" them?

Program 1 Is the section thai

creates the UDGs, Line 9900 sets

all the seven UDGs to blanks
and Line 9910 reads two Ifems ol

data, the first being the UDG

size of a single character Is

difficult to see and Is too small
for a good display.

I decided that a two by two
character size was much better

and by drawing ouf a few 16x16
grids found that a 2x2 pixel

spot was effective.

If you look at the dice
diagram, you will be able to

spof the combinations which
enable us to create the six dice
of four characters (24 chars) In

only seven UDG chars.

The ONE dice consists of four

UDGs each wlfh a single pixel

set in one corner - (

,

a"."b".
,

'c"

and 'o"7. The TWO dice consists

of a UDG with a 2x2 pixel

square in Ihe centre ("s") plus a

Now tor the clever bit. using

fhe OVER command we can

jntlng ft

the UDG area (USR "a
,r

) and the
second being Ihe value needed
to create that particular spot.

This was calculated by drawing
each dice and calculating it

with good old pencil and

A Line 9920 RETURN could be
added to enable the data to

be set up from within a program
or the data could be saved lo

tape or mlcrodrlve and
reloaded from within a program.

Printing The Dice

program 1 nt used after the
dcla has been loaded trom

Line 9500 picks a random
number between 1 and 6 and
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K * ONvariable
1 this routine the dice

value can be picked up from
this variable.

The printing ol each dice is

performed by line 9501 lor 1,

9502 tor 2, 9503 lor 3 etc So by
using a calculated GOTO
(structured programmers are
tearing their hair out) we can
easily print the correct dice,
after setting the PRINT position,

This position Is determined
before the routine is called by
setting the x — horizontal — one
y — vertical — positions.

Notice that the characters
underlined are obtained in

GRAPHIC mode and il you have
run program 1 before entering
this program then you will get a
set of spots rather than the

is 9900.

Using The Dice

Program 3 demonstrates some
ways ot using the dice Program
2 MUST be present and program
1 graphics must be I

Line 10 assumes that

9910, 9920 and 9990
machine, remove It 11 you have
used the tope based data
storage and replace by LOAD
•UDGdata" CODE, [note Line

9920 Is not shown In program 1

and should consist ot 9920
RETURN)

For this simple program it is

best to have all three programs
"

i Spectrum at the same

» 100 al h a slngl
" Line 20'00dice may

shows how two (or more) dice
can be rolled, apparently at t

m
same timet Lines 300 to 400

used In a game, I have
deliberately kept I! simple in

order to encourage you to

improve on II or create your

And So . . .

Its over to you. we ate looking
for those short, efficient, clever

lutines and utilities and
i BASIC either. The most

efficient code Is usually

Machine code so anyone
submitting a MC routine could
well have an advantage

Send your submissions to

Short Cuts, ZX Computing
Monthly, No 1 Golden Square
London W1R 3AB

games, re

»U:>:i:'.V.i»BI
9900>FOR 1-USR "a"TO USR •h'JPOK
r 1,0: NEXT 1

9910 FOR t-1 TO 12: READ x,y! PO
KE USR •«, y: NEXT I

9990 DATA 7, 1 , IS, 128, 14, ,24,128

8, 24,91,24,92,24 • • •

«:I.M:M,±m
99(10>LET no=INT (RND*6+1> :GO SUB
9900+noiRETURN

9901 PRINT AT y x| INK 7| PAPER

0i"na - iAT y+i,x •CC". RETURN
9902 PRINT AT y xl INK 7| PAPER
|"| "|AT yM.x " £': RETURN
9903 PRINT AT y x| INK 7| PAPER
Uft MAT y*l,x £•) OVER 1| AT
y,xt*QE'|AT y»l x| "£P-( OVER 0:

9904 PRINT AT y x| INK 7| PAPER
BI-EE'IAT y*l,x ££! RETURN
9909 PRINT AT y K| INK 7| PAPER
t'EEMAT y*l,x EC'i OVER 1IAT
y,*fO£"|AT y+1 x| "EC'l OVER 0:

RETURN
9504 PRINT AT y x| INK 71 PAPER

"EG/; RETURN
• • •

ESHZEH
8 REM set

10 go SUB •

98 REN Dawo aingla die* roll
99
100 LET y-6! LET x-10! FOR 1-1

TO 20: GO SUB 9900! PRINT AT 10,

10| no! PAUSE 10! NEXT 1: CLS
197
198 REM Demo isquerrt o* die*
199
200 FOR 1-1 TO 20: LET y-1! LET
x-10: SO SUB 9900: LET x-21 : GO
SUB 9900: NEXT 1 : CLS
297
298 REN simple gam* deno
299
300 PRINT AT 0, 10! "HIGHER/LOWER
t LET y-4! LET x-15: FOR 1-1 TO
20: GO SUB 9300: NEXT 1: LET 1

320 PRINT AT 10,0|"Pra«» H -
I

gh«-r or L - Lower .
•

330 LET g*«INKI.-Y*: IF gCO'h" A

ND g«< > 1 • THEN GO TO 330
340 PRINT AT 10,01 "Praaa S to

top tha die* at • 'M'lOHsr' A

ND g*-«l">+< 'higher* AND g»-'h'l
»" value": LET y-14
390 00 SUB 9900! IF INKEY«<>*«*
THEN GO TO 330
360 IF <g«-'h' AND no>a) OR <g«

-•1* AND r>D<a> THEN PRINT AT 19
,0|' Wall dona, you win this ti

!••: GO TO 3B0
370 PRINT AT 19, 0| • Oh dear, y

380 PRINT ' Prill SPACE to try
again "

390 IF INKEY0O* * THEN GO TO
390
400 GO TO 300 • • •
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This Is the loader program tor enter-

ing Ihe machine code. Type If
,_

and RUN it, and enter the mta Ir

listing 2.

I The numbers In the left hand
I column are the memory addresses
I tor (he code — don'1 type these In,

I |ust type In the numbers In the
I second column onwards, typing
I ENTER alter each one There Is a
I check built Into listing 1, so It you've
I made o mistake 11 will tell you. II this

I happens delete listing 1 line by
I tine (don't type NEW) and enter
I listing 3.

W=* i i
- s V I =

;T—*^

&

©

Mega-Drive is a

ol
are 1IX - lettlright and

Symbol Shift = fire.



frr?



This will print out all the machine
code that you've typed in and
allow vou to compare it with

"

data in listing 2 In order to loc

your mistake. Correct errors with

command POKE address, cor
number.

This Is the loader lor the finished
game Once you've corrected all

the errors type this In and enter as
a direct command the following

statement; SAVE 'MEGADRIVE'' LINE
1: SAVE 'MEGACOOE 1

' CODE 25000,
2511 then follow the prompts to

save the game onto a blank
cassette. To run the game without
loading it in from tape again, ir

"

RANDOMISE USR 25000.



MAIL ORDER
ADVERTISING
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.... otld of micros The
answer. Invariably. Is two — too
long! There is Utile that can
match the sheer horror ot

realising that your super-
descriptive text adventure,
olready three quarters typed In,

isn't going to til into the 41K ol

RAM available! This article will

show you ways to squeeze up
your text to give you much more

The shortest way to get o
message onto the screen Is to

simply PRINT It. For example:
10 PRINT "You are In o passage

1 '

takes up 28 byles [memory
spaces) In the program orea
(coiled PROG) and nothing in

the variables area (VARS). But It

will take up this much space

tou e Ihon
3, do It this way: NEW the

machine, then type In:

LET aS = Tou are In a
without a line number

.

command mode) and press

ENTER. Now LIST and you'll get
nothing. Not surprising, since you
have no program, but your
message is there Type In:

10 PRINT aS
and press ENTER. Now type GOTO
10 ond press ENTER again. Your

message is held in VARS only,

ond this is where the computer
looks to find what oS is to PRINT

it. It takes up 23 bytes in VARS
and eight in PROG, a total ot 31

bytes Although this is more than
the first method you only use
eight bytes each time you need
to PRINT It. not 28; o saving ol 20
bytes each time!

II you had used RUN Instead
ot GOTO you would have seen
the error message "Variable not

found'' because RUN clears the

variables area. With this melho
you must use GOTO (This mean
thai programs which hold
variables In VARS only must be
SAVEd using LINE so thai they

Now I've reminded you how
use VARS only let's have a look
at other ways ot byte saving. (If

you want more Information on
VARS read the mysterious
Chapter 24 in your manual.)

The PRINT comma (CHRS 6).

attribute control characters
(CHRSs 16 to 21), and the
backspace control character
(CHRS 8) con also be included
in strings If o message to screen

'
"—i 32 characters long

below'T

you have to split II at c
passage" convenient point, and

ies up I

it the ro

Ing either

ae bytes, o
with spaces

by

another byte
often save bytes by using the
mysterious CHRS 6. the PRINT
comma. Including this In a siring

will tell Ihe machine to continue
PRlNTing ot the next field. (I you
ore already more than holt way

"move down lo the next row".

Sounds good, but how do you
get these characters Into a line?

Try this sequence (and dont
worry If strange things happen).
Type in: PRINT "A line of printing

Now go Into E mode (Cops
and Symbol Shift) and, still

holding down Caps Shift, press
6. The cursor will go a sickly

combination ol yellow on while.

You will have added two control

characters (16 + 6). You want Ihe

six (lo give the PRINT comma)
but not the 16 so press delete
(Caps Shift O) to remove the
CHRS 16. The cursor lumps on
holt a rowl Now finish the

iage with: Another line

. ress ENTER yet. I want to

prove that the gap between
"printing" and Another" really

does exist. Move the cursor back
(Caps Shift 5) and watch the 'L

See It lump the space You can
see there's a space there, I can
see there's a space there, But the
computer can't, so it doesn't
count It. Press ENTER and you will

have two lines of printing with
no wasted spaces

You can use CHRS 6 in other
places too. In fact, anywhere

In o PRINT statement. You can
use extra PRINT commas before,

wllhln or after lines of printing to

give extra blank lines (though
there's another way I'll tell you
about later). Incidentally, If you
are less than half way across
row you'll need to use two PRINT
commas following each olher —
there Isn't a PRINT apostrophel

You can use a similar method
to include attribute control
characters in PRINT statements
Take the line:

10 PRINT INK; PAPER 6; BRIGHT
1; FLASH 1; 'TEST'
This would take up 48 bytes. You
can save 31 ot these It you use
control characters (see page 114

of your manual). This Is how you
would type In the line above
(NOTE: the T signs are only
separators — don't type them In.)

PRINT (E mode. Caps Shift) 11 (E

mode] 61 (E mode) 9/ (E mode;
Caps Shift) 91 'TEST"

When you ENTER this the word
TEST will be flashing, bright, blue
on yellow. II you had entered it

as a program line, so would the
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end quotes and anything
following when you listed! This

won'l affect the running of the
program one bit. but iiit irritates

you you can switch back to

normal by ending the line with:

(E mode) 8/ (E mode, Caps Shift)

SI (E mode) 71 (E mode. Caps
Shitt] O

si you eight bytes.
ffou v. othe

:hnlcoloured listing problem.
L-i course, It you're holding the
message in VARs only.)

Vou can use CHRS 8 [cursor
letlj with CHRS 21 (OVER) to PRINT
one character on top ol another.
Vou could use this to underline a
title. Try Ihis:

LET aS = A" + CHRS 8 + CHRS
21 + "„"

Ihen PRINT oS and you'll get an

Part two: Clyde Bish

looks at more ways of

saving valuable

programming space.

20 PRINT " THEN NEW THEN
DATA"
then cursor left and delete both
the IHENs. Now you have what

If you want some light relief

from serious programming It cor
be quite entertaining to try ti

h long
n make just using

punctuation.
"—

Another way ol saving bytes Is to

make use ol the tokens
(keywords etc) that Uncle Cllve
has given us. For example, the

20 PRINT "NEW DATA"
thai you may want lo use In

file handling program takes up
16 bytes, but II you use the
tokens NEW and DATA tram the
keyboard this Is reduced lo only
ten byles because tokens,
whatever their lengfh, take up
lust one byte each. However, If

you've rushed (o your machine
and Iried lo type in this line
using the tokens you will hove
had problems. Alter the " sign
Ihe cursor is in L mode which
will give you the letter a', not the
keyword NEW. Whal you have to
do Is lo trick Ihe machine Into

ill v

FLASt
Now let's extend Ihe idea ol

using strings. Whal about a
message such as "You are In a
passage leading" followed by
north, south, east, west, up or
down? There's no need lor slit

separate messages. Simply set

up: LET aS = "Vou are In a
passage leading " (don't forge I

the spoce afler 'leading ") then

10 PRINT aS ^'north-
Text is easier to read If the
messages are spaced out with
blank lines between. You can
use PRINT commas for this, but

e lines, you can Include

character (CHRS 13): LET a$ =
CHRS 13 + "Whal will you do?"
+ CHBS 13. Now type: PRINT
"lest 1"pS;"test 2" and there

side of your message.
Wllh graphics adven

usually used below the
illuslrolion. This means that you
would have lo use a line such

10 PRINT AT 20, 4; "You are In a

Obviously, using a declared
string for ihe message would
save some spoce, but Ihere is ai

even better way. CHRS 22 Is ihe
AT control character and can bi

incorporated into strings in VARS
just tike any other control

the one above: LET a$ = CHRS
22 -I- CHRS 20 -I- CHRS 4 +
"You are in a tunnel". If you now
PRINT a$ your message will

appear at row 20, starting at

11 you have a number of

messages to PRINT AT the same
position you can set lust Ihe AT
position os a string variable: LET
p$ - CHRS 22 + CHRS 20 +
CHRS 4 then use
10 PRINT pS ;"your message"
when you need It. (Obviously the
message could also be a
variable as explained earlier.) II

you wanted all your messages
at the position to have certain
attributes these could be added
to pS. (The table on page 87 ot

the manual would help here)
Having pointed your message

below an illustration you will

also need to remove it without
disturbing Ihe picture. The usual
woy of doing this Is;

10 PRINT AT 20, 0;
" (32 spaces) "

These blanks ore very wasteful o<

space and con be replaced by
10 PRINT AT 20, 0„

LET d$ = CHRS 22 + CHRS 20
+ CHR +
" (2 PRINT commas) "

Ihen PRINT d$ lo clear the line.

You could use a succession ol

PRINT commas to clear multiple
lines but you could also use
INPUT AT. The number of rows
cleared Is counted up from Ihe
bottom, and the current PRINT
position must be above It

k>b
I. Fore

irrhea
:i rrie

10 PRINT AT 17,0; : INPUT AT 4,0;

Incidentally, if you have had
problems clearing a PRINT tr 0;
"message" simply use INPUT; !

All lhat I've said for CHRS 22
also applies to CHRS 23 (TAB) but
you must have a blank space at
the start ol your message (See
page 80 in your manual.) Also
remember lhal TAB affects the
whole row so Including attributes

can produce slrange resullsl

That's all tor this issue. String

along nexl month . . .
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IB BY PETEB SWEASEY »

<

adventuring with Mlndplay,
1, lor you may "

"

ars (where have you been?),
let ms tell you my pitiful tale, I

om kept, usually unted. In these
dark and dingy dungeons at (he

~~"~~n ol the hideously evil

Argus Press Towers to keep you
Informed with the world of
adventuring.

I am a little distressed by the
amount ol new adventures
being dropped through my
dungeon grating by my savage
editor Bryan. This month they
total a pheni

i. and lhat's a compilation
tape And. certainly at the time
ol writing there seems to be little

the horlzo-
I decided

down two which ate. One,
Ocean's new Hunchback

(ew weeks yet. although the
adverts say 'Released January'. (I

reckon they have a different

calendar system
to the rest of us.)

Three Days In Carpathla, the
sequel to a personal favourite

game ol mine. Valkyrie 17,

written by the Ram Jam
Corporation. This was first

threatened for release about a

year ago;
Arlolosott. who are
marketing the game, tell me it

will now be out In early May.
Those two to look forward to

(eventually) then, but what else?
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Play the game
Virtually any consumer industry
does market research before
releasing a product. Films,

television programmes and
advertising campaigns are all

iut on the public before
_ released. Why then does

It appear that computer games
re not? It seems so obvious that
something as Interactive as a
computer program should be.
Adventure games In particular
benefit hugely if they are
thoroughly tested beforehand.

If you are an amateur
thinking of trying 1o market your
adventure game. I urge you to
have all your friends play it

beforehand. Adventure games
are all about anticipating whal
the player is going to type In.

and no new author wilt be able
to do this successfully on their
own. But when other people
play, the author can see Ihe
commands or vocabulary

out. For example, the game may
only accept GO UP SEAT BELT,

while the tester might type
CLIMB BELT - it means the same
thing, so should be included
[this is o genuine example from
Mlcroman, reviewed later). Or
the tester might think of
examining objects to which no
response nas been given, or
trying an action to which an
amusing response could be
programmed.

Not lust minor companies
need to do this. Even with ma|or
releases It would help. Take for

example lord Of The Rings. It

Melbourne House had given that
to any adventure reviewer worth
his salt beforehand, he could
have told them several easily
correctable faults within halt an
hour. For Instance the multi-
layered screen presentation

h squai II the ft

rest of your company tc

screen to another. Or the
unrecognisably bad local
graphics which Just weren

1

jrlng *"'

These probably seemed
terribly good Ideas at the
programming stage, bul for the
player, they're Just annoying. If

these faults had been removed.
LOR would be d masterpiece.
rather than ils current status, for

me at least, of nice Idea, shame
about the execution.

Because the game has been
successful sales wise the same
faults will probably turn up in

Fart 2 of the trilogy.

FOURMOST ADVENTURES

fellow cdv
Bridge, whc
aglna "in

ie garrii-s "hi

,

jons style Ihlng, conlrolled

.a ly lc>«l game. Instead

"Imp tltS rlghl leg. You lose 3 Hit

attacking things, opening

Ing various treasures. II looks
very primitive, allhough the
game Is large. II you like this

idging

ion anolh'er magazine gave ii

*hen II 1
1
rst appeared), this may

appeal Personally I think It's

; another of those

nade popular by Fergus
McNeil in Bored Ol The Rings,
tilth lots at silly Ihings happen-
ng. and even a direct copy

Ihen travel lo varioi

You seem lo spend most ol

lime wandering arounc

cheekily call's Ihls a b
game", olrhough It was in lacl

cesses His style has definitely

average, the olt

was appalling. I

oulal around two
you might think
buying: personally Id spend
on one really good garni
which will keepyou entertamei
lor at least as long. Thus thi

porfintioi is still there forarealt
good adventure compilation
Ihlswasnt It Disappointing.

RIM s

inly May 1986
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MINDPiaH
U E L P L / AT En

No problems have vel arrived lo Is concealed In the desk drawer al Ihe social security.) Also, a
me lo puzzle over, This is not You need fo tip Ihe balance credit can be found, by silting In

because you haven't sent them In the printing basement, so use the right ploce. And If you're

in response to lost Issue's plea; everything you can (Incredible going to be a true social

It's just that at the time ot writing how you can carry a desk and
the first issue hasn't even hit the still hong on to the celling). II you're still stuck in part one
streets (as us trendy media types of the rolher easy Mindshadow,
tend lo say). Still, 1 have to write 950lbs you con go lo the o lew lips. Flames will attract the
something or the editor will stop computer lab and TYPE START. If attention of that ship — you'll

my monthly gruel ration. So you OPEN NEWSPAPER guess who
again, here's some help tor you'll find? Correct, a gem. 1

think Scott Adams could think up
sparks, and something dry and

problems that 1 suspect may be brittle to light. The pirate Is an
alcoholic. Tf the crew block yourtroubling a few ol you Intrepid something a little more

adventurers. Imaginative and relevant tor way - use your natural strength.

Bored Ol The Rings first Can't Oh, and it you have problems
open the Gote ot Morona? You Maze corner lime. In Urban reading that note (as a fellow

need a mountain top spice You Upslorl. from Ihe bedroom in Ihe

have to MOVE things Irom lime hospital go S.E.E.N.N.W.W. But you ploying the game) II says "Meet
to time — particularly in part will only be able to leave if you
two For example, the MAT; or are wearing the white coat [like sense when you reach
RUG maybe? ihe people who come to lake Luxemburg. Also remember thai

Time lo dust off my red suit the editor home each evening] SEARCH is treated differently to

and star! shooting some web And in Hampstead. lo find the EXAMINE - useful when you look

again (not 'hat there aren't brocket, from the entrance to the at the lot man.
enough cobwebs down here), fo industrial estale go

N.E.E.NE.E.E.NE.N, GET BRACKET,
Next time, as well as answers

to the masses ol your
N.E.E.NE.E.N. (adventuring) problems which

defeat the Ringmaster, he'll tell

you If you osk nim — just try lo

In the same game, you may I'm sure will have reached me
be having cash problems. You by then. I'll be giving some

avoid that hypnotic stare ol his. need to cash your giro at the
post oltlce — don't forget to take

rather useful Runesione hints.

Gems can be found if you
EXAMINE NICHE on each floor of the notes. [The giro can be Write to me
the lift shaft, and a further gem obtained by Joining the queue

it's lonely down here, as well as
dark and damp. So keep rne

busy with your puzzles: 1 II try to

help with any adventure lor a
Title: Sinclair machine, but please

give me full details ot your
situation, and the company thai

manufactures the game — even
1 haven't heard of every

remember that 1 want your
advenlure hinls — so It you've
recently solved something, let

me know, ill share your glory
with the rest ot the world too.

And I'm alwoys pleased to see
any general views on adventures

Ul
a.

game, or even disagree with

one of my reviews (maybe you
like Out of The Shadows) then3 write lo me.

1-
Z Name: The coupon which you may

like to use is printed below (but
please, write in ink, not bats

> | blood, It stains the dungeon
stonework).

<
92

If you want a personal reply

an SAE would be appreciated.
Happy venlurlngl
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If you have any

perplexing teasers to

fox your fellow readers

why not send them to

ZX Computing Monthly?

An intelleclual touch to the (list

puzzle This Is based on a
genuine CSE exam question and
will put your skill to the test. Look
al the program in figure 1. Can
you simplify it so that the end
output remains the same? The
program accepts two Inputs and
adds one number to a running
total a set number ot times.
Single statement lines only
please
Hg1.
100 LET L=0
110 LET K=0
120 INPUT A
130 INPUT B
140 IF L=B THEN GO TO 180
150 LET K=K+A
160 LET L=L+1
170 GO TO 140
180 PRINT A,B,K

Here Is a puzzle Irom
reader. Mr, Ian Skillen. It Is a
genuine problem and we have
written and given him an
explanation. However, we
thought you may tike to lest your
deductive ability on It.

I wrote a simple program to

select 20 numbers at random
Irom 55 in an attempt to forecast
the football pools (writes Ian}.

This worked perfectly and the
program is shown in Fig 2. Then I

decided to add a sort routine to

11 so thai Ihe numbers could be
printed In order and the result Is

fig 3. (The whole program is Fig

2 PLUS the additional code of lig

3.)

BUT If now prints each number
with a blank line In between,
and when scrolled and printed,
using Copy, only holt the
numbers are printed. Helpl Can
you spot the problem?
Fig 2.

10 LET AS ="01020304050607080
910111213141516171819202122232
425262728293031 3233343536373
8394041424344454647484950515
253S455S657585960"
20 PRINT "How many games on
Ihe coupon?"
30 INPUT X
35 PRINT X;"Games"
40 LET BS=AS(1 TO X"2)
50 PRINT "Haw many
selections?"
60 INPUT Y
70CLS
75 PRINT AT 1,1;Y;"Seleclions"
80 FOR 1=1 TO V
90 LET N=INT (LEN B$'RND)+1
100 IF NI2 = INT (N/2) THEN LET

110 PRINT B$(N TO N+1]
120 LET B$=B$( TO N-1)+B$(N+2
TO)

130 NEXT I

140 COPY
150 STOP
Fig 3.

65 DIM R$(Y,40)
67 DIM Sf¥,-'

110 LET
140 LET
150 LET L=1
210 LET G=Y
220 LET H=L
230 LET J=G
240 LET S=-1
250 IF R$(HK=R$(J] THEN GO TO
300
260 LETT$ = R$(H)
270 LET R$(H)=RS(J)
280 LET R$(J)=T$
290 LET S=-S
300 IF S=1 THEN LET H-H + 1

310 IF S=-1 THEN LET J=J-1
320 IF H<J THEN GO TO 250
330 IF H+1 >=G THEN GO TO 370
340 LET P=P+1
350 LET S(P,1] = H+1
360 LET S[P,2)=G
370 LET G=H-1
380 IF L<G THEN GO TO 220
390 IF P=0 THEN GO TO 450
400 LET L=SIP,1)
410 LET <5=S[P,2)
420 LET P=P-1
430 GO TO 220
470 FOR 1=1 TO Y
490 PRINT R$|l]

510 NEXT I

520 COPY
530 STOP

CO

III

EH

I-

It's easy to complain
about advertisements.

Butwhich ones?
Every week millions of advertisements appear in print, on posters or

in the cinema.

Most of them comply with the rules contained in the British Code of

Advertising Practice.

But some of them break the rules and warrant your complaints.

If you're not sure about which ones they are, however, drop us a line

and we'll send you an abridged copy of the Advertising Code.
Then, if an advertisement bothers you, you'll be justified in g

bothering us. M

The Advertising Standards Authority. V
If an advertisement is wrong,were here to put it right.

ASALtd,DePt2 Brook House.Tornnemn Place. LondonWC1E7HN
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TO ADVERTISE YOUR REPAIRS AND
SPARES SERVICE PHONE

01-437 0699



ZX COMPUTING

Lineage: 40p per word.

Semi display: £9 00 per single column
(or inlormation on series bookings/'"

»A 01 - 437 0699
Send your requirements to:

STUART TAYLOR
ASP Ltd., 1 Golden Square,

London W1

LERM INFORMATION SHEETS

iciAUST PUBLICATIONS L'

§5lMTRQrK
SENSATIONAL p

E led ran, Spectrum.

Cleckheaion 0274 B75299. 28

ZX81 1K/1GK c
FOR ADVERTISING
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BAVOID THE MONSTER RUSH FOR
THE NEW



THE OFFICIAL

For the first time the Football Association has fully endorsed a computer
football game. It is a realistic football simulation which lets you take

10 teams through the competition from the First Round.

Tony Williams, celebrated author of"League Club Directory" and "FA. Non-League
Club Directory" has provided authentic up-to-date home and away form for a total

of 124 League and Non-League teams.

You must decide which tactics your teams use throughout the various matches and
you must make managerial decisions which may well effect the morale of your team

and subsequently the score! You may represent a local team, and if you are
lucky enough to receive the benefit of a "giant-killer" your team may even experience

a dream cup run!

Above all, The Official F.A. Cup Football game comes up with realistic results

that's why the Football Association have given it their full approval!

Available for Spectrum 48K, Commodore 64/128 and Amstrad CPC 464/664 6128

Address !
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Spectrum 48K Commodore 64/128 Amstrad CPC 464/664/6128

Tick appropriate Box
All versions of EA. Cup Football cost £7.95. Please make cheques and postal orders

to Virgin Games Limited and post to the address on this advertisement.

Please do not post money.

Virgin Games Ltd, 2-4 Vernon Yard, 119 Portobello Road, London Wll 2DX



Rotronics Toolkit Wafer
Rotronics £9.95

M-Doc
Seven Stars £6.95

- III.:- e w tordesigned to it,u^ ,

users ol the Spectrum cartridge
based storage systems —
Wofadrlve and Microdrive. The
Rotronics Toolkit water has a
suite ot seven Waiodrlve
programs, some of which have
appeared as listings In ffoironics'

information sheets. The first gives
a screen dump In three sizes on
Epson compatible printers
[approx. 5.5. 11 and 16.5cm
wide). The smaller sizes give
slight vertical distortion - a true
circle on the dump musf be a
horizontal ellipse on the screen
— bul Ihe third gives true
proportions. There are programs

title to the top ol the directory so
lhai II is loaded by LOAD ',

The option to change the file

type seems to me to be (airly

useless, because unless file type
and data match, It will not load.
It lets Ihe directory show BAK lor

backup tapes, LST lor lists and so
on, but I would rather let the ille

title show this than hove to
change the directory belore II

can be loaded. There Is a file

protection option which protects
a Ille trom accidental erasure,
but also trom the MOVE
command which might permit
lis salvage trom a damaged
water. It prevents the making ot
another waler copy, bul not a
tape copy, so the protection is

not really sufficient to prevent
piracy. As a protected program
must auto run, and include
special commands if the
keyboard or the Wafadrlve BASIC
are to be usable, its value seems

for sending binary data to Ihe
printer so that bit Image
graphics modes con be used,
for enabling ihe TAB command
(usually Inoperative with
Waladrlve Interfaces) and also
(or letting you specify line tenglh
and left margin width. These
make the Wofadrlve a much
more versatile printer interlace.

With Ihe Wofadrlve initialised,

part ol the Spectrum memory Is

lost to its Operating System, and
cannot normally be recovered
without losing the program from
memory. 'De-lnltiallse'Tets you do
that — an Important facility it

you are trying to load long
programs trom waters. Part of a
program can be temporarily
stored in the display Ille, the
WOS de-inltialised and the
program transferred from Ihe
screen to Its proper place.

The 'Fi!e Ullllty' program has
nine useful menu options, letting
you examine the Hies on a waler.
change file names without
loading and re-soving, or
posilion the tape when saving a
multi-file program to achieve
minimum load lime. The
Wafodrive's LOAD " command,
which loads the first program on
Ihe waler. requires Ihe first item
saved In a multi-tile program to
be Ihe loader. Since this is

frequently the lost lo be written.
It usually means copying the
whole thing to another waler.
Now you can move the last file

usually caused by switching
power off wllh fhe wafer still In

Ihe drive. The handbook gives
you only a 50% chance of
success, bul I hove a faulty
wafer which will only ever load
In the drive In which If was
formatted, and this utility loaded
il in Ihe other drive, Successful
directory recovery allows you lo
save all the files, or, if only part
of the directory was recc
at least some of them ct
salvaged. I wish there w
provision lor recovering

I

sectors, a mucl
reason lor Ille loss

The ttnal program is the
'Transfer Utlllfy', to help in

transferring commercial software
to waters. It includes tape
header reading, slopping auto-
run and anli-MERGE so that
BASIC can be studied, counting
the bytes on a tape tile, de-
inltialislng the WOS, and a
simple monitor tor"

iodl(y machine
code. Using this program, and
Ihe excellent appendix on
transferring software, I was ot last

able to get Psion's Scrabble onto
a water. There is also provision
for making Kempsfon
compatible Joysticks operate
with Ihe Waladrive.

Wofadrive Toolkit contains
some valuable programs — plus
a couple with nol much more

than novelty value. The second
program, M-DOG Is for

recovering tiles from a
damaged or faulty Microdrive
cartridge.
On loading It presents 15

options, of which the one whlcd
scans the whole cartridge
collecting sector details must be
selected first. If you then opt lor

a list ol all the sectors, each is

listed with Its number (lor used
sectors the filename and record
number) and a status report:
good, bod, missing, unreliable
or unused. An unreliable sector,
marked when the cartridge was
lormolted. will nol be used, but
a bad or missing one will
prevent the (He from loading,
and these are where fhe
program is most useful.

Files, records and sectors can
be examined individually, bod
sectors Identified, and the
Microdrive channels examined
and modified. Unless you know
what a Microdrive channel
should consist ol, you will need
a book about the Microdrive
belore you can use this vital
option Corrected channel dala
is put back on fhe cartridge.
Missing records and sectors

but dummy replacements can
be made in unused sectors so
that the file can be loaded and
at least some ol II salvaged.
When bad and missing

sectors have been replaced It Is

still probable that the data will

have been corrupted, so there Is

a data (liter option. II, for
Instance, the Ille is a word
processor document, you can
set the (liter parameters so thai
non-text byles are replaced by
an asterisk, save it back to the
cartridge, load it into the word
processor and correc! the
asterisks. It is possible to correct
data using the channel
modification option, but easier
to use the program which
originally created the (lie. A
useful supplementary program
checks through BASIC correcting
or marking corrupted line
numbers. Lines with syntax errors
are noted, and heavily
corrupted lines changed to REM
statements. Each time the
program runs one error Is

marked for line editing, so It can
fake time to correct a badly
corrupted program. When the
line numbers and syntax make
sense, Ihe program is reported
'ready to edlf. Vou must then go
through It. replacing REM
statements which hold the
leftovers ol corrupted lines, and
checking the whole program
belore saving it again.

This Is not a program for the
Impatient. II you want lo recover
lost liles you must be prepared
lor painstaking and llddly work,
but the program Is effective,
provided you either, know how o
Microdrive file Is constructed or
are willing to find out belore you
start to use it.
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SPECTRUM /AMSTRAD £7.95
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